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According to the minutes ofthe
September 30 meeting of the UMR
Student Council, "A representative
questioned the legality of the Freshman Engineering grading system.'~
What thjs representative was 'referring to was the use of midterm grade
reports to compute the final grade for
the freshman engineering classes.
The grading system for freshman engineering is one-third attendance, one-third homework assignments and essays and one-third midterm grade point average. Drs. Fannin
and Elefrits of the Freshman EngineeringProgram adopted this policy

last fall.
In response to this, Chris Kitchen
said, "I did what I
did. I don't care if
they look at my
grades. It doesn't
really bother me."
But many students feel like Art
Buesch who calls
the policY"i1 travesty of the socalled pri vacy that
the university gives to its students."
Dr. Fannin does not agree, claiming
that using students grades is in no way
illegal nor is it in violation ofany studenrs
privacy. He says the use of midterm
grades serves to "focus on the impor-

tance of getting off to a good start." His
belief is that the first weeks for a freshman are very
important and
haveasubstantial effect on the
length and
prosperity of
his or her college career.
" The
students are
told up front
about the grading policy in the class
syllabus and the intent is that this will
motivate them to do well in the first five
weeks of the semester."
The method by which the grades
are obtained is simple. Every student in

"... a travesty of the socalled privacy that the
university gives to its students. "
-Art Buesch

the freshman engineering curriculum has
an advisor in the freshman engineering
department. Advisors are sent the midtermgradereportoftheiradvisees. When
the midterm grades come in to the department secretary, they are sorted by
class.
This is not the only way grades can
be obtained, however. Most of the
faculty in the freshman engineering department have Student Information
Access. This grants access ofthe grades
of any student in the university.
There is an argument that midterm
grades are unfair and that some instructors give grades that are slightly low. It
is for this reason that the freshman
engineering staff adjusts the grades before they are used. In short, the GPA

used in the computation ofthe freshman engineering grade is higher than
the actual midterm GP A.
But there is another problem,
according to many students. Many
people feel that using the grades from
other classes to compute the grade
for another is not right.
Jake Bilello commented, "The
curriculum in those classes is not
related to freshman engineering, therefore they should not be graded on
that." Dan Buesse, a student currently taking freshman engineering
felt that the grading policywas "probably a little unfair."
Accordingto the Student CouncllQffice, a Student Council committee4fs looking into the issue.
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Representative Jo Ann Emerson visits campus and details Congress' plans

ous

by Casey Morriss

Emerson believes that the entire tax
system needs to be changed. She would
like to see a national debate on what type
of tax works best, saying that options
such as a flat tax Qr a national sales tax
should be considered.

Staff Writer
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United States Representative Jo
Ann Emerson was tile featured speaker
at a breakfast held last Thursday morning in the Carver Turner Room of Un iversity Center East. T he breakfast,
which was sponsored by the Associated
Students of the University of Missouri
(ASUM5, featured a free breakfast, followed by a short talk by Emerson and
ended with a question and answer ses-

sion.
Emers on ,
who
represe nts
Missouri's eighth district in the U.S.
House of Representatives, began her
talk by thanking those in attendance for
being there. She also noted that she
would prefer that her speech be short
and that the bulk ofthe time be spent by
people asking questions and voicing
their concerns. She pointed out that it
was, after all, her duty to hearthe voices
ofher constituents and echo those voices
in Washington.
Federal Budget
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Missouri's 8th District includes
Rolla, Cape Girardeau, Sikeston,
Poplar Bluff, Farmington and
Kennett as its major urban centers, each with a population of
10,000 or greater.

Emerson's speech focused on the
current and future activities in Congress.
The first accomplishment she spoke of
was the passage of the first balanced
budget in almost 30 years. She emphasized that in passing the budget Congresshad saved Medicareand provided
assistance for higher education.
The budget also provided for the
first tax cut in 16 years. According to
Emerson, the tax cut helps small businesses and farmers. The tax cut also
provides for tuition .tax credits for college. Emerson said that it is important
to encourage parents to send their kids
to school, pointing out that in her d ., trict, which is made up of the southeast
comer of the state, only 10% of the
people have college degrees and only

Representative Jo
Emerson of Missouri's
District.

50% graduated from high school.
Emerson's Committee Work
Emerson next focused on the committee work that she has done. As part
oftheAgriculture subcommittee on foro.
estry, she has worked on legislation that
would allow what she feels to be better
management of the national forests, allowing the removal ofsome dead lumber
while not hurting the ecological balance.
Emerson is also a member of the
Transportation and Infrastructure C'ommittee. As part of this committee she
has worked to make her district more
attractive to businesses. "We need·improved infrastructure in order to bring
bus inesses into thearea," Emerson said.
She speci ficall y pointed out the need for
improved and expanded roads as we ll as

Education
Emerson concluded her talk by
saying that federal invol vement in education should be curtailed. She would
like to see much of the administration of
grades K through 12 transferred from
federal to local hands. Emerson pointed
out that 50% of the federal education
budget is used for administrati ve costs.
"Our goal is to get 90%ofthe funds back
to the classroom." Emerson said.
Q,!estions from the Floor

the proliferation offiber optic cable in all
areas. "Anything that helps our economy
is positive," Emerson said, "Roads and
bridges do help the economy."
New Air Quality Standards
Other work that Emerson is doing
in Congress includes working to get
enough votes to override a veto oflegislation that will relax air quality standards. According to Emerson the Environmental Protection Agency has proposed new, more stringent air quality
standards based on what she termed
"questionable science." Emerson said
that the new standards were based on a
study whose results were deemed "inconclusive."
According to Emerson, the new
Slo"dards would hurt farmers in her

district because some farming activities
increase airborne particulates to unacceptable levels. Emerson further pointed
Qut that many states, including Missouri, have not yet fini shed complying
with the old regul ations.
Reforming IRS, Tax System
Another major congressional
project, according to Emerson, is the
reform of the tax system, starting with
the IRS. Emerson is working to make the
IRS inform anyone they audit of the
reason he or she is being audited. Currentl~, they are not required to do so.
She is also in favor of legis lation that
would require the IRS to reimburse people
for legal fee s if they successfully refute
the IRS's assessment of taxes.
In addition to reforming the IRS,

Emerson then opened the floor for
questions from the audience. One question dealt with Congress' work to ensure
equality of opportunity. Emerson said
that while she didn't know of any legislation on the books to deal with equality
of opportunity, she did say that there is
discussion of legislation to eliminate
affirmative action.
Another question was concerned
with school vouchers. Vouchers would
provide financial assistimcefor families
to send their children to private schools.
Emerson mentioned "A+ accounts"
which set up an IRA account to pay for
achild's education at private or parochial
school. Emerson also said that there is
a pilllt program for school vouchers in
Washfttgton, D.C. but that she anticipated a presidential veto on that pro-

gram.
Emerson concluded the talk by
thanking those attendance for their attention. For more information on Jo
Ann Emerson, visit her home page can be
found at http ://w w w.hou s e .gov /
emerson .
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Professor and student win
awards for their role in
geologi'cal engineering
by Ellen Huggett
Staff Writer
The 1997 Student Professional
Paper Award (undergraduate division) from the Association of Engineering Geologists was presented to
Manhew R. Cox of Johnston, lL
during the annual meeting in Portland, Oregon on October 2. Cox is a
senior in geological engineering at
UMR. This is the s~cond year in a
row that a UMR student has received the award.
Also during the meeting, Dr.
Paul M. Santi, a UMR assistant

professor of geological and petroleum engineering, received the Douglas R. Piteau Outstanding Young
Member Award from AEG for technical accomplishment, service to
the association and service to the
engineeringgeologyprofession.
Cox's winning paper was on
"The Effectiveness ofln-Situ Limestone Treatment on Acid Mine
Drainage." Dr. Santi acted as Cox's
advisor on this project which was
completed under a grant from the
Opportunities for Undergraduate
Research Experience Program here
at UMR.
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Ribs, chicken and two' fraternities
workin'g for the benefit of four charities'---by Joe Morton
KappsAlphs
Saturday, October 25
Kappa Alpha Order will have their
annual Rib Sale for the Muscular Dystrophy Associa- ,
tion on Parents
Day on Saturday,
October 25 outside
the
Wal-Mart
Supercenter. All
profits from the rib
sale will be donated
to the Greater
Ozarks Muscular
Dystrophy Association.
The UMR chapter of Kappa Alpha raises around $5,000 annually for
MDA, and nationwide, Kappa Alpha
raises over $130,000 for MDA. The
men . of Kappa Alpha would like to

invite all of the students and their parents by Wal-Mart on Saturday for a
deliciousslabofBBQribswhilehelping
the fight against muscular dystrophy.
Kappa Alpha will barbecue slabs
of ribs from 9 a.m. until 6 p.m., and will
sell thefull three
and a half
pound slabs for
$10 and halfslabs for $5.
There will also
be bratwursts
for $1 , as well
as side dishes
and soda sold
with the ribs.

by Andy Singleton
Lambda Chi Alpha
Sunday, October 26
The date has been set. Lambda Chi

Alpha's 36th annual Chicken Benern ~
Dinner will be Sunday, October 26,
from II a.m. to 7 p.m. Dinner will lit
served at the chapter house which is
located at 1705 N. Pine in Rolla.
The meal will include chicken, babi
or fried, green beans, potato salad, diDnerrolls, choiceofsoda,milk,coffee,1.I
Of all ihe a
tea and a cup of ice cream for dessert.
Tickets are $4 for adults and S3f1.l euseand abuse
children. All of the proceeds will lie percussions: 11t
donated to The Gi!lgerbread House, The ;nassive media at
United Way, and the Choices for People embe~ of organ
Center.
(ith the older me
Members of the fraternity are QI.
ingincident t
rendy selling tickets throughout Will
11tere is als
and on camP\.lS_ Tickets can also lie eat! u someone'
purchased at Lambda Chi on the dayor th ~ t makes
,the event. Carry out and delivery II! eath t~ tarekep
available too! For carry out, delivCI), ea s ~ ~condl
nsl
and ticket information please call the lesptJh e ulted
.,
}hal averes
house at 364-9901. LambdaChlsgtll! . r b'lityto
is to raise $5,000 for local charities. senouso la. I a"h
unng
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UMR professor emeritus dies at age 89

ut him into bed r
pusorgani1Btio
versity of Minnesota. Prior to joining Foundation, led geology.field campa. ndamages to the
by Ellen Huggett
the UMR staff he taught at the Wiscon- peditions and served as the coach ofthe onsumed that mu(
Staff Writer
iafetyandwell-beu
sin Institute of Technology and Purdue UMR men's varsity tennis team.
Dr. Ray E. Morgan died in Rolla on University and .was head of the departDr. Morgan's professional woo
A freshman
Saturday, October I I attheageof89. He ment of mining and geology at West included the exploration for and evaJu. 'olentreactiontor
was a professor emeritus in geology and Virginia Institute of Technology.
ation of deposits of oil, gas, coal an! arge quantities ofil
,geophysics at the University of MisServing the UMR faculty from- nonmetallic mineral deposits. Hewasl art of his first ye
souri-Rolla.
1948 to 1978, Dr. Morgan taught most certified professional engineer, ~ ecause of this rea
Dr. Paul M. Santi
photo courtesy of Geological
Dr. Morgan held a bachelor's and of the geology courses offered by the tered land surveyor and certified profcs. canceled for an enti
and Petroleum Engineering Department
master's degree in geology from the uni- department, chaired the V.H. McNun sional geologist in Missouri.
AtOickinson
ahouseanddiedalt
otganu.tionlVasfol
Center-West. If you have any ques•
According to the
can be arranged. lfyou would liketo
Seating is limited, so please call
dedication to the sorority system at
freshmen pledging ,
tions, please feel free to e-mail the
:~ Registrar'S office, November 10
learn how to play duplicate bridge,
Joyce AQbott at extension 4920 or
UMR .
AliheUniv'l
Blue Key Editor at strouse@
~ is the deadline to apply for a
observers, kibitzers and visitors are
e-mailatabbottj@shuttle_cc:
The 1997 recipientoftheawanl
umr.edu_
welcome.
umr _edu to register.
is Valerie Phillips, SecretaryfTrea~ December graduation .
Everyone is welcome.
surer of Panhellenic Council and a
•
UMR'sDuplicateBridgeClub
•
Administrative Services will
member of Kappa Delta. Phillipsis
is reforming after being dormant for
host four brown bag lunches pre•
Every year UMR Panhellenic , majoring in Civil Engineering and is
several years. Duplicate bridge is now
~ were delivered to the majoracasented by Dr. Qayoumi to discuss the
thedaughterofTony andBeaPhillips
Council presents the Elizabeth
i weI
being played every Tuesday evening
concept of broadbanding.
"Boo" Eversman Award to one of- ofVan Buren, Arkansas. Panhellenic
" demic departments last
ni$ht of bing
beginning at 7 p.m. in the Miner
TheluncheswilibeheldtTom 12
its senior representatives. The award,
Council would like to congratulate
,~ Wednesday.
member's hQ
Lounge, second floor, UCE.
~
In case you did not receive
to 12:30 p.m.,October21 , 22, 28 and
Phillips on all of her achievemenU
created in 1990forretiringPanhelienic
lSSociates were esC(
I; you need a partner, come five
one .or need extras, please pick
29, in the conference room of Human
Advisor Boo Eversman, recognizes
and wish her~ the best of luck in
~,organization. A
one up inside the University
or 10 minutes early so partnerships
outstanding Panhellenic spirit and
future endeavors.
Resource Services.
~cktotheirhollse
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Opinions
Student Opinion

Alcohol and membership
education.a.they don 't mix
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Of all the actions fittin g the definition of "hazing," those invol ving
the use and abuse of alcohol may top the list and may have the most serious
repercussions. The latest incident at Louisiana State University has received
massive media attention, but it is not new by any means. For years, new
members of organiZations have been involved in alcohol-related incidents
with the older members being held responsible. It seems that with each
passing incident the punishment worsens and the laws become stricter.
There is also a feeling in society that serious incidents, ones which
lead up someone's injury or death, are rare. However, for each injury or
death that makes the news, there may be dozens of near-injuries or neardeaths that are kept quiet. Either way, some person or group that should be
responsible is condoning an act or being negligent. These are some incidents
that have resulted in serious injury or death to some person or persons and
serious liability to others.
During a "hell night" activity, an associate member voluntarily
consumed enough alcohol to boost his BAC to 0.46%. The active members
put him into bed face down. He was found dead in the morning. This
campus organization was sued for negligence and was forced to pay $250,000
in damages to the victim's family. Althougl;! the associate voluntarily
consumed that much alcohol , the organization was still responsible for his
safety and well-being.
A freshman on the hockey team at Kent State University had a
violent reaction to a mixture of rum and beer after being forced to consume
large quantities of it. This, along with shaving his head into a mohawk, was
part of his first year on the team. He was hospitalized for three days
because of this reaction . As a result, the school ' s hockey program was
canceled for an entire year.
At Dickinson College, a prospective member feel out ofa window of
a house and died after consuming a large quantity of alcohol. As a result, the
organization was forced to close its doors for at least four years. Futhermore,
freshmen pledging on the campus was disallowed.
At the University of Colorado, associates were forced to drink a shot
of vodka every time they incorrectly answered a trivia question asked by
the active members. After one of these trivi a bowls, an associate was found
staggering on the street nearby hi s house and was subsequently taken to the
hospital. As a result of this incident, the organization was suspended
indefinitel y by its national office.
Finally,. on August 25 of this year, Benjamin Wynne and about 24
other associates were fonnally initiated into a campus organization at LSU
with a night of binge drinking. The actives first took the associates to an
older member's house w here beer was rapidly consumed. Later, the
associates were escorted to a bar where one empfoyee was the president of
the organization. At the end of the festivities, the associates were carried
back to their house in shopping carts because they could not even alk.
They were dumped onto the living room floor and left alone to sleep it off.
By morning, Benjamin had died of alcohol poisoning and three of his fellow
associates had been hospitalized. His BAC was 0.588%, nearly six times
what the state of Louisiana defines as legally intox icated. One of the
survivors has sued the university for recognizi ng them as a campus
organization and has sued the organization and bar for negligence.
These stories have a common thread. All of them involve the use and .
abuse of alcohol by minors, the abuse of alcohol by those of age and a
negligence on the part of the older, responsible people. Some of these
incidents may be closer to "home" than you think. The intent of these
activities may be entertainment only, and those participating may think
that the chances of serious injury or death are small. However, the prospect
of lawsuit, loss of character, loss of campus recognition, and, most
importantly, loss of life, is not worth the small risk and is cause for an
evaluation of the purpose of the activi ty in yo ur membership education
program. Futhermore, as in the previously mentioned incidents, a majority
of the campus will bear the burden of the incident, not just your organization.
Anonymous

- - - - -

- - - - - - - LetterTo The Editor------To the Editor:
We li ve in a strange world. It's customary to give a
d isti nctive name to dogs and cats, but a 127-year-old
University located in Rolla isn't aJ:owed to have a distinctive
name. For more abo ut dogs, see below.
I hadn't g iven that much thought unti I the last 10 years.
During that time, I've been involved in industrial litigation
from New York to Californ ia and from North Dako ta to
Texas. After yo u're sworn as a witness, it's normal to be
asked questions about your education. I testify that I received
my degree from UMR, and they've never heard of it! Than
. 1 point out that when I was there it was called Missouri
School (,fMines and Metallurgy. That, they know. Do you
realize how fantastic that is? We haven't had that name for
30 years.
What makes a present school name a diSaster is "Rolla"
"Kansas City," "St. Louis" and "Columbia" are names most
Americans recognize. But "Rolla?" It's not known outside
of Missouri, and I question whether all Missourians can
correctly spell and pronounce it. Because of this problem,
when "Rolla" comes up in testimony w.e've learned to stop

and spell it. But even wi th that, it gets rendered strangely in
lega l transcrip ts. My favorites are "LaLa" and "Rahrah."
No, I am not makin g this up! "University of Missour iLa La. " That's a campus whe re some students smoke joints
while others drop acid. If English-speaking Americans in
Fort Worth, Seattle and Cleveland struggle with "Roll';" how
does the name fare overseas?
I t gets worse. Researchers, such as Roger Ramsay and
Margot Fort McMillen, have delved into the origins of
Missouri place names. For Ro lla there are several recorded
possibilities. One is that "Rolla" is a corruption of "Raleigh."
Another possibility is fascinating. There was a fight over
location of the town, and the losers were allowed to pick the
town name. The losers were angry, so they picked the name
of the mangiest dog in town. We can't discount the possibility
that for the past 30 years all UMR diplomas celebrate the
name of a mangy mutt! Why use a place name? Are we
promoting our University or the City of Rolla?
EllisJ. Smith
MSM '55

a

Reminder to Students:
Sunday, October 26
marks the end of Daylight
~avings Time. Set your
-::locks back one hour.
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"HOP IN, KID~ WE'LL GO TO f:.. MOVIE, W~1C~ A LITTI..c TV, Ll5TtN TO ~c MUSIC ...
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Verve
You can think up anythink!
who haven't experienced this ye t, it is
whenyoucannolongerthink! It usually
starts during dead week and you reach
"Think left and think right and your maximum capacity in the middle of
think low and think high. Oh, the finals week. Unfortunately, this hapTHINKS you can think up if only you . pens usually before your hardest final
which yo u have to eto the best on.
try!" -Oh, the Thinks You Can Think!
Luckily, you will surDr. Seuss
vive, you will get
Last week, I'm
through finals and you
sure, was awful for
will go home and have a
everyone. Midterms
wonderful break. Unserve two purposes:
fortunately for me, I am
one, to show us where
already there and it is
we stand in our
only midterms. Is this
classes and, two, to
a sign of getting old?
scare us into studyRegardless, midterms
ing again! I bought a
certainly did they' re job
new book of quotes.
this semester. I, for
This one is "Seussisms." Quotes written by, ifyou haven't one, will be working a little harder.
Motivation is the key. Graduation
guess~d by now, Dr. Seuss. It is so
funny that we now use Dr. Seuss' books isjust around the comer and I am motivated enough for the whole campus to
as words of wisdom. When we were kids
they were the only books we could read getoutofhere! Ijust needed a little " kick
in the butt" day to get me started again.
that were more interesting than "See
DickandlaneRun." When we were kids This quote from Dr. Seuss is my new
they were just fun books that rhymed study buddy! I will always remember
the thinks I can think up if only I try! I
and had pretty colors.
I had an awful week myself and it hope all of yo u did well on your midwas hard to think of something positive terms. Remember to stay positive and
about which to write. Dr. Seuss always if you can ' t...have a piece of chocolate!
seems to bring .the good out in me. This Chocolate is my savior!! Try to show
quote really seemed appropriate be- people you care by smi ling! I wish
cause I' m reachin..g the stage of brain everyone love, peace, happi ness, gradudeadness. For the freshman out there atio n and chocolate wishes!

by Daisie H.M. Hobson
Verve Writer

I

A person you should know: Kristine Swen'son
tant, but when they get turned on to it,
it 's a lot cf fun ," Swenson said .
SwensonhasaPh.C. in English and
has taught at the University oflowaand
two liberal arts colleges, each for a year,

students.
"Compared to the students 1've
had at liberal arts colleges, the students here have a better work ethic.
Math and science. Numbers,
Since students here are used to classes
integrations, chemical equations, vecwhere they have to work hard to
tor fields and labs.
get a C, they come in ready to
The majority ofUMR stulearn," Swenson said.
dents are engineers. That is wellSwenson wants her stuknown, as is the fact that we are
dents to find as much pleasure
engineers because we like math
in learning literature as she does.
and science. At least that is what
" I decided to go to grad school
we thought when we graduated
and become an English profesfrom hi!:h school. Now it is a
sor because I have a passion for
struggletu refrain from throwing
reading. What I enjoy most
our calculus book across the room
about teaching is being able to
at our roommate whose armed
spark that passion in students,"
with his organic chemistry book.
Swenson said.
An engineering student 's
Coupled with her passion
curriculum is dominated by techfor reading is Swenson ' s internical courses, but students are
est in the science and literature
also required to take humanities
aspect of English. Part of what
and social science courses in orattracted her to UMR was ·the
der to graduate. Most engineers
opportunity to work in coopprobably cringe at the thought of
eration with English professor
courses such as English. This
presents a challenge to UMR Dr. Kristine Swenson of the English Anne Matthews to offer a science \illd literature minor.
En'glish professo rs, namely Department.
photo by Ryan Shawgo
In order to obtain this miKristine Swenson, as she steps
nor Swenson and Matthews are
into the classroom every day.
before coming to UMR this year. offering one course each semester,
"My goal is to get them [stuSwenson teaches English 20, and 19th including an intro science and literadents] to enjoy it [literature] and find
pleasure in read ing. That' s the nice and 20th-century British literature and tu re course, that will count toward
finds a discrepancy between h'er engithing about teach ing engineering stusee Swenson on page 16
dents. They're a little more resis- neering students and her liberal arts

by Kristen Hartman
Verve Writer

Ttl E MINER MUSIC lEVIE'll: TaE
by Jimbob

Music Reviewer
It'sanewweek folks. Midterms are done and
it's time for all of us to buckle down and get serious
with our studies, But, in order to get serious, yo u
don't want to bum yourself out. So, let me g ive you
this useful suggestion when you do study. Go
through your CDs and pick one that sums up the
class that you are currently working on, for instance, biology would be "larofFlies" by Alice in
Chains, or for comp-'Sci try some techno. Believe
it or n'ot, it works. I, for one, listen to a lot of hard
rock, but end the night sleeping to mellow blues
from greats like BB King, Robert Cray and Vaughn.
Now, two Wednesdays ago, I checked out the
band The Why Store at the Galaxy in St. Louis.
Man, this was one hell of a concert. This week's
review will have a good run-down on what happened and all that fun stuff that makes my music
review section fun to read ... sometimes. Anyhoooo .... on with the..... the reviews.-- limbob
CD Releases:
Kiss - Carnival of Souls - 10/28
Spice Girls - Spice World - 11/4
Celine Dion - The Reason - 11118

a brew and headed for the sound booth since that
is the most centered place in the club. I knew the
sound man.
The opening band was Mango lam, a decent
original band playing more of the harder rock then
what was expected to open for The Why Store, but
still sounded pretty good. The clock had reached
10 p.m. and the band that I drove so farto see had
taken stage. The Why Store is a five piece group
from Indianapolis whose vocalist reminded me of
Nei l Diamond, except way cooler ... for those that
read the review last wintersession ... it willjogyour
memory. The guys didn ' t have tons of fancy
equipment. Hell, my band 's equipment costs way
more then what they had ... but sti ll the simplicity
in how they played added more to the show,
knowing that they didn ' t need something generic to
make them sound great.
Lead singer Chris Shaffer had stolen the show
with his lerry Garcia .hair. His energetic style of
play made watching him even more entertaining.
Guitarist Michael Smith, showed the crowd that
night thai he was one hell ofa player. His style of
play reminded me ofone ofour local guitar instructors lason Adams from Gretchen with his laid back
playing style, showing more feeling then entertainment.

Songs like " Lack of Water," "Lies," " Father"
Co~cert Review: The Why Store at The Galaxy. and "Broken, Glass" are just a few off their last
The day was Wednesday, Qcto~er 8 at the al,bum that really gotthe crowd moving. Speaking
Gal8J(Y Club in downtown St. L.oui~ : !he Eay . onIie crowd; it was sad that it seemed like there
started out 'iffy after finding 'out that the band' s ~" were_unde(200 people there, but the ones that did
tour bus had broken down' thc night before and attend got their money's worth. The guys ended
wasn't sure ifthey were goingto make it. I packed the show with a new song that is supposed to be
my car and headed on my way at 6 p.m. ar•.! arrived on theirnew album, to be released in February called
close to 9 p.m. We walked in, picked ourselves up "High." It was pretty fun seeing everyone sing the

STORE

lyrics wi th the band.
The sound fo r the show was pretty kickin '
with the "kick" drum hammering yo u in the chest
and the guitar with keyboards filling in any open
spot. The show can only be described as one hell
ofan experience, adefinitemustsee AGAIN if! can
make it anywhere.
Once the show was over, I tried to make it back
to the band to have them autograph my CD, but
couldn ' tgettothem, so ] was forced to call itanighl.
Since] was in St. Louis, I figured I might as well head
out to a few nightly entertainment facilities and
waste a few "dollars." So, my sidekick and] headed
to Illinois and paid our admission and watched a bit
of the festivities and drank a few brews. Itcouldn ' t
have been any more then 30 minutes when I noticed
some people walking in and, to my disbelief, it was

UMR

Fall

the guys from The Why Store. Man, it was
awesome, I ran uptothem, told them who I was and
they were happy to see that I made a mileage effort
to see them. They signed my CD and hung out with
me fora while. But I know being a big music name
yo u don ' t like to be smothered when trying to take
it easy. So I left with my CD and headed back to
Rolla a happy man. These guys were some of the
nicest I ever met and glad to see that even the people
that are big dogs in the music biz still enjoy hanging
out with their fans. The evening was done when I
arrived inRollaat5a.m. and made ittomy morning
class at II am. Call me .crazy, call me what you
wilLI know that I had fun and didn't pop a pill.
limbob
P.S. Thanks guys (The Why Store) for putting up
with me. Your show was fargin ' awesome ...

Film

Festival

Next week's film is "Black Robe." The film is directed
by Bruce Beresford and stars Lothaire Bluteau. Winner of
six Genie Awards (Canada's equivalent to the Oscars),
including Best Picture. When an ambitiouslesuit missionary
sets out to save the souls of the "savages" in the hostile and
perilous wilderness of 17th century New France, he finds
himselfincreasingly alienated by their primitive lifestyle and
troubled by his own spiritual crisis. Historically accurate,
beatifully filmed.
This film will be screened in ME 104 on Tuesday,
October 28 at 7 p.m. All films are free.

photo courtesy of UMR
Fall Film Fest
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A monkey of a good time
. by Nick skupnik G.I. T.
Verve Creative Writer
I decided I'd fi nally get off the car
thi ng and write creative stories. As a
matteroffact, this story was given to me
by a friend of,;;i ne in St. Louis. I fo und
it humorous, so I decided to write it for
all of you readers.
I like. monkeys.
The pet store was selling them for
five cents a piece. I thought that odd
since they were nonnally acouple thousand. I decided not to look a gift horse
in the mouth. I bought 200. I like
monkeys.
I took my 200 monkeys home. I
have a big car. I let one drive. His name
was Sigmund. He was retarded. In fact,
none of them were really bright. They
kept punching themselves in their genitals. I laughed. Then they punched my
genitals. I stopped laughing.
I herded them into my room. They
didn 't adapt very well to their new
environment. They would screech, hurl
themselves off the couch at high speeds
and slam into thewall. Although humorous at first, the spectacle lost its novelty
halfway into its third hour.

Two hours later! fou nd out why all
the monkeys were so inexpensive: they
all died, No apparent reason. They all
just sorta' dropped dead. Kinda' like
when you buy a go ldfish and it dies five
hours later. Damn cheap monkeys. I
didn't know what to do. There were 200
dead monkeys lyi ng all over my room,

on the bed, in the dresser, hanging from
my bookcase. It looked like I had 200
throw rugs.
I tried to flu sh one down the toilet.
It didn 't work. It got stuck. Then I had
one dead, wetmonkey and 199dead,dry
monkeys. I tried pretending that they
were just stuffed animals. That worked
for a while, that is until they began to
decompose. It started to smell real bad.
I had to pee but there was a dead monkey
in the toilet and I didn 't want to call the
plumber. I was embarrassed. I tried to
slow down the decomposition by freezing them. Unfortunately, there was

only enough room for two monkeys at
a time so I had to change them every 30
seconds. 1also had to eat all the food in
the freezer so it didn't all go bad. I tried
burning them. Little did 1know my bed
was fl ammable. I had to exti nguish the
fi re.
Then I had one dead, wet monkey
inmy toilet, two dead, frozen monkeys
in my fTeeze r, and 197 dead , charred
monkeys in a pile on my bed. The odor
wasn't improvi ng. I became agitated at
my inabil ity to dispose of my monkeys
and to use the bathroom. I severely beat
one of my monkeys. I fe lt better. I tried
throwing them away but the garbage
man said that the city was not allowed
to dispose of charred primates. I told
him that I had a wet one. He couldn't
take that one either. I didn' t bother
asking about the frozen ones.
I finallyarrivedat asolution. I gave
them out as Christmas gifts. My fr iends
didn 't know quite what to say. They
pretended that they liked them, but I
could tell they were lying. Ingrates. So
I punched them in the genitals.
I like monkeys.
This story is based on internet
material.

Tips and Quips for Writers:

Lists and more lists
by Barbara Baird
Center for Writing Tech.
Since it is about that ti me of the
semester again when papers are coming
due, here is a tip to get you started on
your paper. Make a list. Sounds easy
enough, but where do you start?
Li sts are a
si mple way to
prewrite. They can
be used to explore
what you know and
what you need to
know. Simply begin
with your paper
topic and write
down words that
come to your mind.
Write fast. Keep
brainstonningabout
words that have
some correlation to yourtopir lon!il you
give up or pass out. Then, look back at
your list and group the words, according
to similarities. You may decideto delete
some of the words on your list at this

time.
You can go further ",ith th is li sting
method. You can choose a word from
the old list and make a new list. Then,
you can. group the words on your list
into main areas called clusters. You mav
have several points that support your
purpose. Sometimes these clusters will
help you to detennine
the purpose of your
paper. Fi nally, take
the -groups of words
and apply them to the
body of your paper.
_Write aboutand around
the words from your
lists in orderto do this.
And remember,
you may bring your
lists to the new Center
for Writing Technologies. A peer writing
assistant will be there to help you organize your words.
Quip: "Outside ofa dog, a book is
man 's best friend . Inside ofadog, it's
too dark to read ." -Groucho Marx
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by Daniel fI

Concert listing: All shows in St. Louis unless otherwise noted
Courtesy of Jimbob
by Bryan Long
UMRTECHs
Hey, what month is it? It's Octobersothat means ... it's IMPACT Month
(Intelligent Miners Promoting Alcohol
Concern Together)! IMPACT Month
calls for having tons of fun without
having to pay the price the next morning
from excessive alcohol consumption.
It's not that hard to have fun without
having to challenge your buddy to a
chugging contest.
So, what does IMPACT month
have to offer? Well, this weekend is the
second annual HOT SHOTS sports
tournament! There will be plenty of
sports to play with volleyball, basketball, racquetball and ping-pong double
elimination tournaments all being con-

dueted throughout the duration of the
night. There will also be music, refreshments and the ever so popular door
prizes that will be given out.
Applications for teams may be
picked up from an organization president, the front desk at the Rec. Center,
at Student Health or from friendly
TECHS personnel. Applications are
due this Thursday and may be turned in
at Student Health, 106 Norwood Hall,
or once again hand it to your friendly
neighborhoodTECHS member. Checkin will be this Friday from 9:45-10:15
p.m., and then we'II1etthegames begin!
To review, I can think of one good
way of celebrating IMPACT Month
and having lots of fun (without the
alcohol), and that would be ... HOT
SHOTS '97!

10/23
10/25
10126
10/27

10129
10/30

10/31

1111
II 12

II /3
11/4
1117
11/8

The Radiators @ Mississippi Nights
The Lords of Acid @ Mississippi Nights
The Misfits @ Galaxy
Toad the WetSprocket @ MississippiNights
lars of Clay @ American
Gwar @ Mississippi Nights
Sister Machine Gun wI Prong @ Galaxy
Primus @ American
Powerman 5000 @ American
Everclear @ Mississippi Nights
Letters to Cleo wI Our Lady Peace @
Mississippi Nights
Corey Stevens @ Galaxy
Tonic @ Mississippi Nights
Southern Culture on the Skids @ Mississippi
Nights
Matchbox 20 @ American Theatre
10,000 Maniacs @ Mississippi Nights
Pat Metheny Group @ American
U2 @ Trans World Dome
Big Head Todd and the Monsters @
Mississippi Nights

11 /9

Tribute to Oliver Sain @ Mississippi Nights
Primus, Limp Bizkit, Powennan 5k @
American
II1II
G-Love wi Special Saucer @ Mississippi
Nights
11112
Mike Watt@ Side Door
Overkill @ Galaxy
Genesis @ Fox Theatre
11 / I3
Todd Rundgren @ Mississippi Nights
11 / 15
Rose Colored Glasses @ CoffeeGrind - IN
ROLLA!
Fleetwood Mac @ Kiel Center
11117
Entombed @ Galaxy
Puff Daddy & Family @ Kiel Center
11119
lohnathon Butler @ Mississippi Nights
The Cramps @ Mississippi Nights
11126
Amy Grant @ Kiel Center
1215
Ccce Winans @ Kiel Center
Michael W. Smith @ Kiel Center
12110 . The Deftones @ Mississippi Nights
12111
The Rolling Stones @ TransWorldDome
12/ 12-13 Everspinning Real@Rockin R' - St Robert

SUBCONSCIOUS
by Diana Alt
Student Union Board
Homecoming is over and the Student Union Board would like to thank all
the organizations that participated in
the games, King and Queen competition, house decorations and everything
else. A special congratulations goes out
to Pi Kappa Alpha for winning first
place in the overall competition, Kappa
Delta for winning second place and Chi
Omega for winning third place.
For those of you who have been
hiding in a box, SUB will be presenting
" An Evening with Adam Sandler" on
Wednesday. November 19 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Multipurpose building. Tickets
are now available in the UC W ticket
office. They are Sl2 for students and
Sl5 forthepublic. and there is a limit of
two student tickets per !D.

Other upcoming SUB events are as
follows. Tonight, William 'B. Davis
from the "X-Files" will speak in Leach
Theatreat8 p.m. Student tickets are free
and public tickets are S5. On October
24, Leisure and Recreation is sponsoring a poker tournament at 4:30 p.m. in
the UCEcafeteria. Then on October 25,
Variety Entertainment is sponsoring
magicians "The Spencers" for Parents'
Day at 8 p.m. in Leach Theatre. Also on
October 24 and 25, the SUB movie
"Un forgiven" will be shown at 7 and 9
p.m. in ME 104. Finally, hypnotist
Fred Winters will be perfonningat 7:30
p.m. in the UCE cafeteria on N,,,ember
11.

As always. if you hah ' any questions about any SUB events or are interested injoininga SUBcoTPl'littee. please
feel free to Slap by Ihe ofli cc 12! ~
UC W) or call us al 34 1-42 ' 11

UC-East

renovations

by Alex Huber
Student Council
Student Council is still hard at
work making this campus better for
every student With the semester at the
half-way mark, someofthe issues we' re
working on include:
University Center renovation plans
were discussed on September 23 at a
special forum held by Student Council.
There are two different plans for renovaling the Student Center. A four million dollar plan includes majorremodeling and updating oftheccnter. The other
plan is a SI2 million endeavor which
includes completely rebuilding the UniversityCenter. including tiC West. 'n,is
pl an ca lls Ii.r adding 17.0UU sq uare k el
lOthc lOlal bu ilding spacc. more parking

nearby and more offices.
Before any plan is adopted, Student Council must discuss payment
plans for the building. Because this
building is for stUdents and holds no
classes, it cannot be paid for by the
University. Current plans for financing
it include alumni donation drives and a'
fee added to each credit hour. The fees
and payment plans will be discussed in
Student Council's regular meeting on
October 28. All students are invited to
attend and give their input on the issue.
Formore infonnation on the plans,
consult your StuCo representative or
check out the display on the first floor
of UC East next to the Carver-Turner
room .

Student Council is also proud to
announcc that in a joint endeavor with

discussed
RHA and Blue Key, a campus-wide
leadership forum will be held on Saturday, NovemberS. Topics will be focus·
ingon building leadership skills for new
leaders, group building and issues that
current leaders face. More infonnation
can be obtained in the Student Council
office, includingascheduleofeventsand
infonnation on signing up.
We would also like to congratulate
Karl Schmitt and Lucy Knaup for being
elected President and Recorder, respectively, for the Intercampus Student
Council. This is a new group that
represents the students of the University of Missouri System before the
administrative bodies of the university.
The Council is composed ofrepresentllti ves from each campus in the UM
system.
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a lot like us. This idol of ours had bad
by Fireball
hairdays, bad make·updays, her clothes
Guest Writer
didn't always look right or fit ri ght, but
Okay, we've all heard it before: we sti II cherished her.
Someday, when our male counter·
Barbie is detrimental to our soc iety
because we ho ld her up as the ideal parts finally mature. they too will rea lize that a brand new Barbie is reall y an
woman and any woman with those diunfinished product. Her perfected form
mensions would be hosp italized, blah.
is only achieved after she gains the
blah, blah. Yet, I think "she" had the
" calculus look" o f late· night studying.
opposite efTect. Barbie ' S feet never did
When Barbie feels she has to wear less
fit her shoes , so we chewed her feet off.
make-up and fewer sk irts, so yo u' ll
We liked Barbie' s hair shorter so she
always ended up with some sort of respect her intellect and listen to her
input in yo ur des ign gro ups, yet she is
mangled crew cut. If we wanted Barb ie
to look more like us, we dyed her hair _ still woman enough to boost you r ego
and dress nice when yo u fina lly ask he r
with Crayola marlih, Kool-Aid or food
out, that's when Barbie is perfected.
coloring. When we started wearing makeWhen that perfected Barbie is still around
up, so did Barbie. How many times did
Barbie receive a bad pem,? Whether we after 40 years of marriage, no matter
froze her braided, wet hair or used our how yo u' ve aged, she loves yo u insp ite
ofall the stupid things yo u' ve said, can
crimper on her, we were neVer sati sfied
with plai n straight locks of blond. By still talk to you about work because she
un dersta~ d s technical fields and conthe time we (hopefully) retired Barbie to
pursue more important things like, oh I tributes haifofyour net income, you ' ll
wonder why you ever wanted the brand
don ' t know, college degrees at such
new, supermodel Barbie.
esteemed universities as UMR, she was

SME helps construct "Outdoor
Classroom" for Truman Elementary
we h~ .' e a strong regard for education,
the environme nt, and the local community. "
Helping construct the "Outdoor
Classroom" at Truman Elementary is

by Lynnae Kempf

SME
Several UMR students could
be found busil y constructing new
ecosystems on the morning of Sep·
tember 20 at Truman Elementary
School. The student chapter of the
Society of Mining Engineers vo lunteered its ti me at Truman to he lp
construct an "Outdoor C lassroom."
The " Outdoor C lassroom" is ana·
ture trai l behi nd Tru man that will
eventuall y house four ecosystems
and Multiple workstations for outdoor k am ing.
The UMR students and faculty could be fo und clearing paths,
mo vi ng timber and shoveling gravel
from earl y morning until mid-afternoon. Kei th Wheeler, SME President, said of his experience, "This
type of work is very rewarding. We
wan t the community to know thaI

Irish Times:

just one of the community projects
that SME has planned for this year.
On October 24 and 25 , SME will be
hosti ng the " Haunted Mine" at the
Experimental Mine.

Anna Coplen, center, and Keith Wheeler, right, are two of
the SME members constructing the "Outdoor Classroom."
photo courtesy of SME

,

Mardi Gras theme for St. Pats Blue Key:
by Daniel McCulley, Jr.

oted

st. Pat's Committee
So much is happening alr~ady for
the 90th Annual St. Pat's Celebration.
The theme for' this year's celebration is
" Mardi Gras" so get out your beads and
get ready for the 90th Annual Best Ever.
Float sign up wiii take place at Alpha
Epsilon Pi on Frat Row on November 79. Contact Pat Roth at 364-8115 with
any questions.
You may have noticed that we are
out selling sweatshirts at the puck, well
/ I've noticed that some students seem to
be afraid of us. There is nothing to be
afraid of. We are just regular college
students like you trying to put on the
best ever Sl Pat's celebration and bal-

lights

pi

·IN

ance our stud ies at the same time. So,
when you pass by the puck this week
don't just run by with a scared look.
Stop by the

we didn ' t sell sweatshirts we couldn't
make the Best Ever the best ever so get
yours before it's too late and buy early
and buy often. 90th Annual St. Pat's
sweatshirts are great Christmas presents. Remember green is a Christmas
color.
There are only 148 Daze until the
90th annual St. Pat's, so don't be left in
the cold without your 90th Annual
,sweatshirt. 90 years ago, a bunch of
guys in Rolla (sorry ladies, there weren't
many girls here back then) decided to
celebrate St. Palrick's Day. We are still
doing it today. Think aboul all of the
traditions still going on now that you and
I are a part of. We need to keep these
traditions going for the nexl century to
enjoy.

New members and
Miner of the Month
by Mark Tschopp

Big Brothers/Sisters program in Rolla.
As a big brother, Todd spends several
hours each week with a nine-year-old
The University of Missouri-Rolla boy who lacks a male role model in his
chapterofthe Blue Key National Honor life. He works with his little brother on
Society elected 13 new membuilding self-esteem, imbers into our chapter. ' This
proving relationships with
semeslerfeatured a very high
family and friends and ennumber ofapplicants meeting
couragingacademicsuccess.
the qualifications of having a _==-i.IL",
To accomplish
table, take a good look at our sweatsh irts
GPA above 2.75, acquiring at
these goals, he takes weekbecause they are really cool this year, or
leasl 40 Blue Key points,
end trips with his little
JUSI sayhi and smile as you walk by. If
havingatleast60hoursortwo
brother and spends time with
year.; completed and having
him after school. This past
at least Iwo semesters remainmonth, they went to St.
ing until graduation. Blue Key
Louis to see the Arch, to
membership is limited to 40
attend aRam's football game
dence that when the brain interprets , . would receive even stiffer sentences. . members. Those members
and to enjoy a day together.
sensory input, it uses a mechanism re- The No Electronic Theft Act amends accepted this semester were
Activities around Rolla in
federal copyright law to define "finan- Tara Algreen, Michael
markably similar to thaI of an FM radio.
September included riding
In a study reported in the October 14, cial gain"as receipt ofanything ofvalue,
Carlson, Pete Collins, Rachel
bikes around parks, flying
issue ofthe Proceedings ofthe National
including copyrighted works. The bill
Durst, Matthew Hagen, Andy
kites, swimming at Lane
Academy of Sciences, the researchers also extends thestatuteoflimitations for
Heap, Tracy Jones, Amanda Mills, Springs, caving, roller skating, and workdescribe how the brain uses this radio- criminal copyright infringement from
Diane Moellenho'ff, Joe Morton, Tanya ing on reading, writing and math. Since
like mechanism to "tune in" to a particuthree years 10 five years.
Peters, Kate Wasem and Sheryl Ziccardi.
they matched in September oflast year,
larfrequency, allowing information gathBroadcast Music Inc sends out The members of Blue Key would like to his little brother's teachers have noticed
ered through touch to be translated into MusicBot
congratulate these new members on thei.r an improvement in his desire to learn and
data about external objects. This reA major U.S. licensing group rep·
impressive accomplishments at UMR. his social skills.
search provides a possible new explanaresenting the rights of songwriters and
Blue Key elected Todd Lippincott
Blue Key would like to congratution for the way the brain . processes artists has unleashed a robot on the as the Miner of the Month for Septem.
late Todd Lippincott on his dedication
sensory information. " We hope that Internet to police the use of copyright ber. Todd Lippincott was nominated
to his "Little Brother" and the way that
our study will contribute to the decimusic on the Web. Performance rights
by the c.L. Dake Geological Society. Todd has reached out to provide a valu·
phering of the neural code, the way in group Broadcast Music Inc. (BMI) this Todd volunteers as a " big brother" in the able service to the Rolla community.
which information is encoded by the
week introduced "MusicBot," to comb
sensory organs and decoded by the the Web and quantifY the use of music
brain," says research team leader Dr.
on behalfof the artists it represents. "We
E hud Ahissar of th e Wei z manh
want to make sure that music rights
Institute's Neurobiology Department.
holders are encouraged to let their music
New bill targets net pirates
be performed on line with the confidence
Yet another new bill introduced in
that they will be properly compenCongress by Rep. Bob Goodlatt~ (R- sated," said John Shake r, BMI senior
Va.) wou ld penalizefirst-t ime offenders vice president for li cens ing. Neverthe·
less, some industry experts think it will
who steal and distribute software, music or other copyrighted works on the
be diffic ult to coll ect royalties on the
Internet with fines up to $250,000 and
see Tech on page 16
three years in jail. Repeat offenders

Blue Key

AIDS vaccine testing and other tech news
by Jason Van Dyke
ne
,bert

Verve Writer
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AIDS vaccine goes into testing
The first step of a multi-tier AIDS
vaccine development program is being
tested at the St. Jude Children's Research Hospita l. The FDA has approveJl
a Phase I safety trial of a new AIDS
vaccine designed to trigger immune responses to multiple, differing isolates of
HIV using the hannless outer coating of
HIV known as the envelope. Envelope
vaccines have been shown in other laboratories to protect safely primates challenged with an immunodeficiency virus
sharing the same HIV envelope. The St.
Jude multi-envelopeAlDS vaccinestrategy is unique in combining 23 different
envelopes that represent many different isolates ofHIV. "Our ultimate aim
is to discoverthe number and mix of HI V
proteins, gathered from HIV iso lates
found th roughout the wo rld, which will
be efTective in preventi ng infect ion regardless of the isolate to which peop le
are exposed." says Juli a Hurwitz, Ph.D.
The radio in yo ur brai n
Insti tute sc ientists have found ev i-

-
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Fridav, OCI. 24, 10 p.m.-3 a.m.

3 on 3 Basketball, Co-ed
Volleyball, Doubles Raquetball,
and Ping Pong Tournaments
It's all FREE!
Multi -purpose Building
Application at http://www.umr.edul~umrtechs/hotshots.html
Call 341-4225 or e-mail umrtechs@umr.edu for more info.
Sponsored by UMR TECHS, Student Affairs,
Intrarnurals, M-Club, and Student Health
See Page 12 For Application

Cent
Arkans
UM

Site: ROlla
Date: Oct. ~

Time: 7p.rr

2. 1997 , Wednesday. October 22.
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Sports
UMR soccer to face Drury

Iby Todd M~nroe

the lead the goal going to Stuhlsatz. asUMR scored all of their goals in
sisted by Brian Koscielski .The final goal the first halfofpla y starti ng with a goal
Staff Writer
of the half was scored at the 19 minute by Koscielski, assisted by Stuhlsatz and
Tonight the Uni vers ity of Mis- mark by Greg Nasland off ofa rebound Vo ge lsa ng, at the 16 minute mark .
Leonard, playing on his birthday, was
souri-Ro lla Miners will challenge the header.
Drury team in a tough game. On SaturThe second period saw the Min- able to contribute a goal for the Miner
day, Oct. 25 , the UMR men 's soccer ers lengthen their lead as Kwantesscored cause, assisted by Kiefer, with 2 1 minteam faces Central Arkansas here in Rolla. a goal, assisted by Nas land, at the 86 utes past in the game. The third and
Starting time is slated for 7 p.m. Soccer minute mark of the game. The score fin al goal of the period was made by
teanl member Jon KW.lll1tes said, "Drury wou ld stand for the rest of the contest. Na than Wojtkiew icz, ass isted by
has always been a tough rivalry for us.
Kwan tes reviewed the ganle and Kwantes, at the 34 mi nute mark.
Central Methodist was able to get
They upset us 4-3 'in overtime, a~d we fe lt the team had executed fa irly well
were winning 3-2 in overtime, and we and said, "The fi rst game we came out on the bomd in the second half with 76
ended up losing. We have got them at . and we took it to them early. We kept minutes gone, the goal scored by Matt
their place this year and they usually the pressure on and we really didn ' t give Zscoche off of a deflection.
have a pretty tough crowd. It wi ll be a them a chance. When they scored we
Coach Mark Salisbury said, "Cenchal lenge for us, but I think we can do it, came back, and we didn ' t back down. In tral Methodist is cursed. There is a curse
I think we are up for it. We really want another season; we may have cowered on that field when we play there. It is a
to win our conference outright. We only away, but we came back and scored two small fie ld, and bumpy and uneven, and
have to win one of our next two confer- more for the three to one half-time lead, really hard. It is really hard to play anything that looks like soccer on that fi eld.
ence games to win, but we would really and just held on."
like to win them all, and have the conferStarting the game for the Miners Our men's team scored three goals and
ence championship outright to ourselves, were -John Almeida, Koscielski, Mike then just kind of coasted through the
and not have to split it three ways, but Kiefer, Ashley Dupree, Scott Vogelsang, second half. They played well. Their
we don ' t want to look to far ahead, we Nasland, Alan McMahon, Stuh lsatz, players are all emotion and their coach
have a tough game in Drury."
Chris Leonard, Matt Long, and Kevin just screams all the time and runs up and
Themenarecomingoifofagame Levy. Starters for MO Baptist were down the sideline. It is kind of a weird
on Friday, Oct. 17, versus Missouri Brian Cross, Scott Westerhold, Casey place. It is kind of hard to play against
Baptist at St. Louis. The Miners earned Harper, Mike Pogo fat, Co lby Thomas, guys like that. They don' t quit, but they
thevictory, andthescoreendedina4-I Andy Miller , Dan Jansen , Mark don't really know what to do. They
decision.
Wichman, Watson, Brad Prewitt and kind of run pellmell, like Tasmanian devils all over the place.
UMR 's first score came with a Ryan Schweai n.
" In the first half we just straight
goal at the seven minute mark from BJ.
Yell.ow cards were issued to three
Stuhlsatz, unassisted with 12 minutes MO Baptist players: Jansen, Miller and domi nated them, it got ugly late in the
past on the clock. Three minutes later, Wes Burkett.
game. Their fields kind of small, kind of
The men next faced Central Meth- hard, the ball bounced around a lot, so it
Missouri Baptist countered with an unassisted goal from Rod Watson. The tie odist University at Fayette. Results was kind of a sloppy game but we just
would not last long, however, as within were similar as the Miners emerged with held' on for the win. That is something
that we hadn't been doing, if we are
10 seconds the Miners had recaptured a 3-1 win.
tested we might just give in, but this
game we held on a found a way to win.

Sophomore soccer player Connor McGee goes for a header in a
recent Miner home game, while senior Mike Kiefer antiCipates
the movement of the ball. The Miners defeated Missouri Baptist
by a score of 4-1 October 17, and will play Drury today.
Photo by Boyd Niesen
see Soccer on page 16

Miner Match-up

UMR Inline Hockey Club competes
at national championships in Nevada
by Jonathan Erdman

Central
Arkansas at

Sports Editor

UMR
Site: Rolla, Mo.
Date: Oct. 25, 1997
Time: 7 p.m . COT

UMRat
Drury

Pl.a.y~J..Q

_WaL cJJ

Miners: Nathan Woj'liekwicz (4
goals, 2 assists), 8.J. Stulsc 'z (5
goals, 1 assist)

---

Site: Springfield, Mo.
Date: Oct. 22, 1997
Time: 7:30 p.m. COT

The University of Missouri-Rolla
Inline Hockey Club competed in the Intercollegiate National Championships
for in-line hockey Sept. 17 through Sept.
20 in which it took fifth place.
The hockey club was one of the
top 16 clubs in the nation competing for
the championship.
The hockey club's first games of
the tournament were in pool play to
deterinine seeding for the tournament.
The hockey club's first game was
agai nst Texas Tech University, in which
it defeated Texas Tech by a score of 4-2.
In the next game the hockey club defeated the Pepperdine Wave by a score
of6-3 .
The first game after seeding was
determined was against Pepperdine. In
th is game the hockey club smashed '
Pepperdine by a score of 10-0. After its
victory against Pepperdine the hockey
'club faced the University of Nevada
LasVegas. The hockey club lost by a
score of 10-3 . The hockey club's last
game was a 6-0 loss to the University of

California-Santa Barbara
The team is coached by Dr.
Anderson and Assistant Coach Mark
Lewandowski. Goals were scored by
Captain Brian Long with one goal and
two assists, Assistant Captain John
Thien with eight goals and two assists,
Matt Houser with two goals and four
assists, Jim Kane wiih fou r goals and

two assists, John Hirschbuehler with
one goal, Brian McManamy with two
goals, Jake Overkamd with two goals
and two assists, Kris Staszcuk with five
goals and one assist and Craig Wagoner
with one goal and four assists. John Luca
had one assist and Dave Tijerina had two
assists. Other club members were Ryan
Kidd and Ryan Brown.

lete
This
cross country
tenth out of 166 in

week is senior
Jones placed

new personal best.

of the week
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Bulldogs destroy Miners , in 56-7 debacle
The Miners th en ran anoth er
unsuccessful drive that forced them to
punt the ball away. Th e Bulldogs b~
gan their next dri ve on their own 18
yard line. Nine plays and 82 yard s
later Scott ran 47 yards for his third
touchdown of the game, bringing the
score to 2 1-0 in favor of the Bull dogs.
Both teams ra n one unsuccessful drive each before the next scori ng
drive. With 4:21 remaining in the half
the Miners plodded their way up fi eld
to the Bulldog six yard line. T he scor-·
ing pl ay was a fu mble by Min er quarterback Matt Brueckner that Bu ll dog
defensive back Tony Marekrecovered
and ran 83 yards for anot her Bulld ogs
touchdown. Toat score and resulting
point after ."/oul [l bring the score to
28-0 in favor of the Bulldogs.
Both teams had time for on e
more drive each before the end of the
first half. The score going into halftime was 28-0 in favor of the Bulldogs.
The second half opened with the
Miners recieving the ball and beginning
their first drive of the half at their own
28 yard line. Ten plays and 3:33 la~er,
UMR attempted a 34 yard field goal
that was blocked. That gave the Bulldogs the ball on their own 37. Four
quick plays later the Bulldogs scored
yet another touchdown, bringing the
score to 35-0 in favor of the Bulldogs.
The Miners drained almost three
minutes off the clock on their next drive.
The drive ended in an unsuccessful 38
yard field goal attempt. That gave the
Bulldogs the ball on their own 21 yard
line. They ran five more plays and

by Sean Ellis

Staff Writer
The Univers ity of Mi ssouriRolla will face the Mi ssouri Western
State Coll ege Griffon s Saturday, Oct.
25 here at Jack ling Fi eld at I :3 0 p.m.
The Miners will face the Griffo ns with
a 1-6 record afte r a 56-7 loss last week
to the T ruman State Bulldogs.
T he Mi ners have an o verall
record of 6-11-1 against the Griffo ns.
Their last game against the Gri ffon s
resulted in a 27-7 loss fo r the Miners.
Last week's game opened with
the Bu lldogs recieving the kick. T he
Bulldogs openi ng dri ve was a cl ock
drain ing 10 play, 84 yard push th at
ended in a' seven yard touchdo wn ru n
by Bulidog runllingback Karega Scott.
The Miners began their opening
dri"/e with 9:40 remaining in the first
quarter. They ran seven plays and
would end thp.ir drive with an incomplete pass on fourth down, which gave
the ball back to Truman, but neither
team was able to convert their drives
into points until the second quarter.
Both teams ran two more unsuccessful
drives each before the second quarter.
The Miners had the ball on their
own 18 yard line at the start of the
second quarter. They faced third and
two and were not able to convert. That
gave the Bulldogs the ball on the Miner
42 yard line. Five plays and 2:22 later,
, Scott dove over the middle for another
Bulldog touchdown. The extra point
kick brought the score to 14-0 in favor
of the Bulldogs.

scored again on a 27 yard touchdown
pass to Bulldog reciever Erik Nelson .
That brought the score to 42-0 in favor
of the Bulldogs.
Both teams then ran unsuccessful drives before the Miners started
their fin al dri ve of the third qu arter on
the Bulldog 17 yard line. Three pl ays
later John Crumpacker. ran Ihe ball fi ve
yard s for the fir st and on ly Min er
sco re. T he successful extra po int
brought the score to 42 -7 in favor of
the Bulldogs.
T he fo urth quarter began with
both teams ru nning unsuccessful drives.
The first sco re of the fo urt h quarter
was after a seven play, 37 ya rd drive
by the Truman. That brought the score
to 49-7 in favor of th e Bulldogs.
The Miners had time for one last
drive, but failed to score any more points.
The final possession of the game was a
nine play, 40 yard drive by the BUlldogs.
It ended in a four yard touchdown run
by Bulldog runningback Kurt Bormann.
That made final score56-7 in favor of
Truman.
The Miners faced a tight Bulldog offense and an undaunting defense.
The Bulldogs rushed for almost 10
times as many yards as the Miners.
The Miners only gained 32 yards on
the ground, while the Bulldogs netted
300. In the air the Miners once again
were dominated. The Bulldogs passed
for 244 yards in the game while the
Miners only gained 174 yards. Those
numbers gave the Miners a 3.3 average
gain per play. The Bulldogs averaged
6.9 yards per play.

Lady Miners edge by Central Methodist
by Todd Monroe
Staff Writer

T he Univers ity of Mi ssour iRolla women's soccer team next faces
offwith Cer.:ral Arkansas at home, at 5
p.m. ; on Saturday, Oct. 25. The Lady
Miners' are in good position to land a
spot in the tournament at the end ofthe
season. All of the following games are
must-wins if UMR hopes to accomplish this goal. Natalie Sanders said,
"The coaches say that if the other teams

continue to do well up until the end of
the season, it is pretty much of a tossup between who goes. Each of the teams
is ahead of each other in different categories, so I guess its going to come
down to a last minute decision."
The women are currently coming off of a 1-0 victory over Central.
Methodi st that went into two overtime
periods.
The solitary goal was scored
when Kelly Thomas' shot caromed off
ofa defender and into the net, giving the

,

Miner Match-up
~.

>#"
\

Central Arkansas
at Lady Miners

1"1

Site: Rolla, Mo.
Date: Oct. 25, 1997
Time: 5 p.rn. COT

PI a y e [ S

-La-try

T a

W a t c h

Mi n~rs : N a ta li e Sa nders (2 1 goa ls, 6 ass ists), Li zz
Szkrybalo (7 g oa ls, 5 ass ists)
L -______________________. _______ ~

Lady Miners the victory eight minutes into the second overtime.
N ata lie Sanders said of the
game, " It should have been an easy
win, but it wasn 't very pretty. It was
a learning experience, and I am hoping
that we can really pick it up from here.
We were very lucky to win, we could
have eaSily lost. "
When asked about what contributed to the nature of the game,
Sanders said, "There were a number of
factors, the field was not very good, it
was wind y, the field was small, and
they were pretty big. They didn ' t have
a lot of skill s, but they pl ayed the kick
ang run game, and I think we kind of
sl ipped into that. "
Coach Mark Sa lisbu') said, " It
shou ld have been an easy wi n, I mean,
we outshot them 23-4, or somethi ng
cl ose to that. We hit a ton of shots
rie.ht at the keeper, and we just couldn 't
q ~ite get the thi ngs th at we needed to
get to happen. It was frustrat ing. but
our players just kept fi ght ing, and hung
in there, and tried to get things to happen. You're go ing to run into games
like that. where things j ust do n' t go
yo ur way. and yo u cat' just quit, or
you can kcep nghting. Fortunately,
wc did kcep nghting, and nnally got
the goal that we need ed . You have to
get wins any way you can get them.
and this was Gne of those. I hope we
gOl lhis kind of win OUI of our system.
II was j ust on e of those days, Ihings

see Lady Miners on p age 16

An Extraordinary Finish
by Brad Neuville

Assistant Sports Editor

AnYOn~ who had the privelege to see last Saturday'S Game 3 of the
American League Championship Seri es between the Baltimore Orioles
and C leveland Indi ans will undoubtedl y agree that there is a new candidate for the most amazing baseball game ever played. And most bizarre
game-decidi ng play.
In th e end, after 4 hours 51 minutes and 12 innings, the Indian s
won, 2-1 , in the onl y way th at wo ul d have been appropri ate to thi s
stagge ring ly bizarre seri es -- in an fl urry of exc itement, contro versy, confus ion, mistakes and inside baseball.
Marqui s Grissom scored on a passed ball by Orioles catcher Lenny
Webster as the Ind ians attempted -- and botched -- a suici de squeeze bun t
pl ay.
Omar Vi zquel missed the bunt on the play. Webster d ropped the
ball, which roll ed less than 10 feet from home plate up the th ird base line.
As Webster stood with the ball in hi s hand, ass.uming Vi zquel had fouled
it off, Grissom raced across home plate unchalienged; T-he umpire who
made the call was John Hirschbeck. Yes, the same umpire into whose face
the Orioles' Roberto Alomar spat last season . Talk about weird!
Webster, like many Orioles, thought he'd both heard and seen a foul
tip by Vizquel. So, he did nothing. If he'd hustled after the ball he might
have picked it up and tagged Grissom out an instant before he reached
home plate.
The only thing that could have made this game more mem.orable
was ifit were Game 7 of the World Series. This was a game in which Mike
Mussina struck out an ALCS and Orioles record of 15 batters in the first
seven innings. Yet, he ended up as a footnote.
It was a game in which Grissom lost a routine fly ball in center field
in the ninth inning to give the Orioles a gift run that tied the contest at II. And it was 'a battle in which each team left the bases loaded in the 11th.
But most of all, it was the garne that was decided by a foul tip that
did, or did not, happen, depending on who you talk to.
"I missed the bunt. I was ready to kill myself, because Marquis
would have been out at the plate (by many yards)," Vizquel said . "Then
I saw Marquis run across the plate and I just started jumping."
, .
The Orioles jumped, too -- screaming in rage because a foul tiP
would have nullified the play.
,
"He definitely tipped' the ball and it deflected off my glove," said
Webster. "All I could do was get a bit of my glove on it. I definitely saw
contact. I heard contact. When (Hirschbeck) gestured with his arm, I
thought he meant ' foul ball.' I didn't run and get the ball for that reason."
That fin al play brought together many of the protagonists in a
series that the underdog Indians ended up winning.
Grissom, standing on third base, was hero. then goat and then hero
again. His three-run, eighth-inning homer in Game 2 gave Cleveland a 54 comeback victory. Yet, with one out in the ninth inning in Game 3 and
an Oriole on second base, Brady Anderson hit a fly to center. . Grissom
never saw the ball. The fluke fly fell to the turf as the Orioles tied the
score, I-I.
"SO far, destiny has smiled on (Grissom) twice and dumped on him
once," said Indians Manager Mike Hargrove after the garne.
.
Each side had chances to win this amazing contest. Rafael Palmetro
struck out with the bases full in the Orioles' II tho But Sandy Alomar Jr.
struck out with the bases loaded in the bottom half of the inning. Three
batters earlier, ' Ripken saved the game for the Orioles, temporarily at
least, with a di ving stop behind third base.
Oh yeah, I forgot abo ut the pitchers again . For the first seven
innings of this batt le, Orel Hershiser and Mussina staged one of the best
postseason pitching duels ever seen. Mussin a struck out 15 in hi s seven
inni ngs and allowed three sing les. Still , he left trailing, 1-0.
Hershiser, at a heal thy age 39, was better. The sinkerball specialist
faced on ly one batter mo re than the minimum in his seven inn ings and
allowed no Orio le past first base: Using the twilight shadows of Jacobs
Field to his advantage. the crafty Hershi ser fa nned six of the first nine
batters. T hen. he got do uble plays in the next fo ur inni ngs, th ree on limp
grounders.
( .
Finall y, in the seventh inning. the Indians staged a battl e WIth
Mussin a. Leadoff man Mann y Ramirez actually might have g iven the
Indians a chance to win by lead ing off the inn ing wi th a strikeout. A
strikeout? Th is was no ordinary strikeout, Ramirez battled the Orioles
right-hander through 13 pi tches.
Next. cl eanup man Ji m Thome dre w a fu ll-count wa lk ona borderlin e s li der at the LOp of the strike zo ne. Dav id Justice pushed Thome to
second base with a l i n~-d r i ve s ingle to center. Mussina looked about LO
crac k. He'd Ihrown 22 pitches in th e in ning and 11 6 fo r th e game. hi s
third-hi ghest 10lal of the season and things weren' t loo king up. The nex i
batter. Matt Wi lli ams, grounded the first pitch into center fi eld for an RBI
hit.
see Extraordinary on page 16
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Zach Nixon 179; Brad Neuville NS; Ryan
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Missouri/Borders .8 tflte Invitational
UMB. " <.gtlJ 114
~ '. ":,':~' :i~:~~, .
<!411:
:",'
5. Be~'~~U;vaney, 21 :51·;. ~~~,M.att Hagen, 23:04;

60. Craig MCCauley, 23:30;
65. Dan:S:sylor, 23:149; 66. Josh ,$ales, 23:50;
70. John ~4d:~%~?~!58;" 85. Kevin ~(l)hnSOn, 24:17;
,
113. Tim Albers, 25:17..

Missouri/Borders:$t~te Invitational
UMR.-.
16
..,'

I

10. Tracy Jones, 18:42~, 17~,.Sberi Lentz, 18:54;
18. Jennif.er:Frazer, 1.8~§5;
51. SherylZiccardk, 19l4.:Jyf19. JUIi~~useski, 21 :35;
. 1\22~ Ss(ena Jagtiani, 21':~6; ,
136. Mindy Settles, 22:~;
164. Julie Nowakowski, 25:10.
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Miner Match-up

gate: Saturday. Oct. 25,
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Miners: Ben MulVaney (1 st •.2nd. 5th. &19th finishes) . Matt Hagen (2nd. 3rd, 26th. &39th finishes)
Lady Miners: Jennifer Frazer (3rd, 3rd. & 10th finishes), Tracy Jones (6th, 8th, & 10th finishes)

FREE ' T -S-t-i','RT?
+$1000 c ,
Credit Card furidraisers
for fraternities. sororities
& groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$S.OONISA application,
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65.
Qualified callers receive

FREE T·SlllRT.

$1.00 OFF
SHIP PING
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Team Captain
I
I

email

--------------------phone

Team Members
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IIIMIJ '5

Up to 4 alternates

MEXICAN
RESTAURANT

1Y16T"O"Ii. T"t"OS.
El¥OfIUO"li. R/C"E,

BEAf'i6.~
.
1'",""Ii.

RU1UED

MlfRGNlITIIJi

2 RBSTAIlIlANTS
I LOCA71ON

Volleyball*"
Coed team of6 players, 2 of which must be female Team name

10 2 8
So_ U _S_ 6 3
B olla. MO
65 4 0 I
3 6 4 - 0 0 0 6 Phone
3 6 4- 0 0 0 7 Fax

.. _

RE5TAURlfIYT

Hot Shots '97 Team Application
JOpm-3am
Friday, October 24th

UPS Groun d Shipping

II

Sophomore Sheri Lentz competing Oct. 11, in
the Missouri! Border States, Inv ltaional in St.
Louis. Lentz came in 17th out of 166 runners.
Photo Courtesy of Rod Lentz

2 RBSTAll1lANTS
lLOCA710N

NovetJ
3-on-3 Basketball* ,
Male or Female team of3 players
Team Captain

Team name:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
email

130

phone

Team Members
Alternate

ARCHER DANIELS MIDLAND CO.

~ADM

WILL BE ON CAMPUS
RECRUITING FOR:

Racquetball*
Male or Female doubles

Team name

Team Member

email

Team Member

email

--------------------phone
phone

PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS
MAJOR: CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
THURSDA Y, NOVEMBER 6, 1997
This position entails 9n-the-job training in the area
of soybean crushing or com wet milling. So there's no
question 'it can be. a hot, dirty jol)_ . It's similar to the ,
Position of a ,foreman, or front line supervisor. and it
generally leads to a ~reer in plant managemj!nt.
Training lasts 8-9 months, and In that time, you will
schedule work for employees, set production schedules, '
develop cost-savll1g measures. and ,much more. You'll
frequently 'be called on to use your technical background
to' solve problems. This position is a good blend of
supervision. management, and engineering.
CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT CENTER FOR DETAILS

Plng-Pong*
Doubles or Singles

Team name '

Team Member

email

Team Member

email

phone

.
,
'
" Eritries dUe'Thand.y, Oct.ober 23 to
'
uMRSTUDENT HEALTH, 106 NotWood Hall (student Affairs), Miner Rec eeilter
This application may be reproduCed and used for any of the three events
'
. No application fee, Prizes will be awarded
" Tournament schedule to be detennined
, Check hi timefor teams 9:45pm-I 0: l.5pm
HOT SHOTS ' 97 is sponsored by UMR TECHS
,
Each penon may enter only one sport
• I fonner varsity player or club team member per team
•• 2 former varsity or club team members per team

StUden
PUblic:
TICkets
limited
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i Student: $t2.00 (limit 2 per LO.)
i ,Public: $15.00 :.
I
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__ : ~ Tickets Available Now at the.JJCE Ticket Window
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:, For more info call 341-4220
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Warning:
Expl icit Content

,
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- - - - -.Diversions
Campus Gossip
The Miner is charging a $0,25 f~e for 'every gossip submission to The Miner. There are envelopes on The Miner Submission Box outside the office in 103A Norwood Hall.
"Man gets skinny, man gets phat!"
-FENIPHEN ACTION! MAN

40 minerals are used to make your
telephone,
GEM
KOC,
Come talk 10 us,

FACTOI~S!
• Studies show that if a cat falls off the
, seventh floor of a building it has about thirty
percent less chance of surviving than a cat
that falls off the twentieth floor. It supposedly I
, takes about eight floors for the cat to realize
what is occurring, relax and correct itself,
!

!

• The saying "it ' s so cold out there it could
freeze the balls off a brass monkey" came from when they had old
cannons like ones used in the Civil War. The cannonballs were stacked in
a pyramid formation, called a brass monkey, When it got extremely cold
outside they would crack and break off... Thus the saying.

That's Ja

Super Crossword
ACROSS
1 Street talk
6 Sailed
through
10 Rosebud,
for one
14 "Little Things
Mean-!'
18 Goatish
gambaler
18 Breathing
noise
20 NoveUst
Blnchv
'
21 "Byel;! In Barl
22 Dumas
bakery
classic?

26 Girl Scout
unit
27 Perlee!
28 Menotti title
cl)aracter
29 MO,nstrous
32 "- Gantry"
34 Broad sl.
35 Debbie of
"Singin'in
the Rain"
37 Sniggler's
quarry
38 Bunch of
dates?
43 Made
Cheddar
better
44 Air-quality
org.
46 Highway
markers
47 Alias initials
48John-

Passos
consonant
49 Debussy
86 Hightailed It
bakery tune? 87 Transvaal
54 Tizzy
residents
55 - way
88 Morticia, to
(sort of)
,
Pugsley
56 "The Glass
89 Bard's river
Menagerla"
80 Veto a veto
role
82 "Love Story"
57 - -3 fatty
composer
acid
Francis
58 Frankie or
84 Uses 8 trowel
Cleo
88 Tint
59 Sloth, for one 88 Singapore 60 "Sister -!'
(cocitIaIl)
(,92 film)
101 trks
61 Aprea-ski
102 Where the
quaff
gulls are?
62 Time to
105 Despise
evolve?
107 Dreadlocked
63 Possessed
one
64 Bakery
109 Bakery
philosophy?
rejoinder?
68 "2001"
116 Rubber
computer
duckie's room
71 "Graf -"
117 Pruned a
73 "Walk -In
paragraph
My Shoes" 118 Sedgwick or
74 Tourist's
McClurg
neckwear
119 Genuflect
75 Actor's signal 120 Noah's eldest
121 Sketch
76 Grate stuff
78 Actress Graff 122 Devour
79 - ·garde
Dickens
81 Bank feature, 123 One of "The
for short
Avengers"
DOWN
82 Refuse to
light
1 Fast way to
83 Famous
the UK
bakery
2 - -di-dah
region?
3 Consumed
85 Greek
4 Big Apple,

36 Scorch
diciembre
38 Mountain lion 80 Siren
38 Cfh,msky of 83 Peau de"My <:iirl"
64 "- thi! Mood
40 Bakllry
lor Love"
co ntldian?
87 Sparsely
41 Sirnilar
settled
42 Filiure of
country
intolrest?
89 From - Z
45 Singer Zadora 91 Baat
48 Jones of the 82 Bridges or
11"-Sm~eBa
Mats
Bochner
Your Um49 Gladdens
83 Well-ventibrella"
50 Secret store
lated
51 Troubadour's 85 Wore
12 Daredevil
Knlevel
Instrument
86 Pro foe •
52 Drew whils
fI7 Popcorn and
13 Winter mo.
14 Keen Insight
distracted ' 'pretzels
15 Bonet or
53 Host
88 Creature lor
~ - Remo,
taming?
Whelchel
Italy
100 Rank
16 Promise
17 Hammer or
58 Nabokov
102 Chest
wrench
novel
protectors?
61 Singer Patsy 103 Hatch's home
20 Wear an
o~ginal
62 N'icholas
104 Word form
23 Orenburg's
Gage book
for "bone"
river ,
\ 65 In abundance 105 Maintain
24 He's speech- 66 Forebodings 106 Lurid Lugesi
less
67 Norse royal 108 Europe's
25 Rants
name
neighbor
29 Popular
69 Steel and
110 "Kookie"
house plant
Shakespeare
Byrnes
30 Bakl!ry
70 Ade ingredi- 111 _Always, to
reveille?
entsAuden
31 Sturm 72 Cosset a
112 Industrious
Orang
corgi
insect
113 FOrrT)erfy
33 Shake76 Curly con
spearean
n Eastern
known as
monarch
European
114 Billy34 Nautical
78 Finished the
Williams
adverb
cake
115 Ollong
standing
35 Salad veggie 79 Enero to

initiaily
5 Cavern
6 Stang or
Schwarzenegger
7 Roman
statesman
8 Split and
spllc:e?
9 Diet. entry
10 Less Ioopy

we.

Whatit w
aimed the

BUTCH A

• Your stomach has to produce a new layer of mucus every two weeks
otherwise it will digest itself.
• The Sanskrit word for "war" means "desire for more cows."

• A walla-walla scene is one where extras pretend to be talking in the
,background - when they say "walla-walla" it looks like they are actually
talking.
• The phrase "rule of thumb" is derived from an old English law which
stated that you couldn' t beat your wife with anything wider than your
thumb,
• I 0 I Dalmatians and Peter Pan (Wendy) are the only two Disney cartoon
features with both parents that are present and don't die throughout the
movie.
• ' Stewardesses' is the longest word that is typed with only the left hand.
• The Baby Ruth candy bar was actually named after Grover Cleveland's
baby daughter, Ruth.
• Armadillos have four babies at a time and they are always all the same

sex.
• Armadillos are the only animal besides humans that can get leprosy.
• Reindeer like to eat bananas.

-- From the Internet
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What it would look like if real-estate agents
aimed their pitches at the kids in the family.
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.Soccer
from page 9
"I think these two games are good
step ping sto nes, we have got some
tough games on Wednesday [today], and
we have got Truman State for pretty
much the conference championship here
at home, so we needed to win these two
games to go into the next ones with confidence, and I think we've done that
Everybody's fee ling pretty Wlod.
We wo uld like, as a team, to get
more shut-outs, we have on ly shut-out
one team. MO Baptist only had one,
and Central Methodist only had one,
but we would really like to get a shutout,"said Kwantes.
Gevan McCoy did not play in
either game and is not expected to return until perhaps the Truman State
game due to a leg injury. The rest of the
team is reported to be healthy and
should be read y for the conference
games ahead in good shape.

Lady Miners
frompage 10
aren' t going to go your way all the time,
today it didn ' t, and we still came out
with the win."
Starting for the Lady Miners
were Jen Splaingard, Alison Hanson,
Tami Bowman, Sara Rudy, Sanders,
Thomas, Lori Douglas , Denise
McMillan , Connie Meyers, Lizz
Szkrybalo and Michelle Johnson.
Starting for Central Methodist
University were Miller, Hoopes ,
Whitney, Gettemeier, McLead, Couts,
Ervie, Hurlbut and Yingling. The two
other starters names were not available.
Ayellow card was issued at nine
minutes to a player from Central Methodist University.

Tech
from page 7
Internet "The problem with the Internet
is that it doesn't neatly fall into either the
performance or distribution categories.
So BMI wants to licence Web sites the
way they license rad io stations," said
Larry Kensil, executi ve vice president of
Seagram Co. Ltd.'s Un iversal Music
Group. ''I'm sure songwriters and publishers wo uld applaud this because it
would improve their incomes," he added.
To mato sauce helps prevent heart
attacks
Researchers-found that an antioxidant compound called Iycopene appeared to havea protect ive effect against
heart attacks. The chief source oflycopene in the average diet is tomato sauce,
and the food many Americans get most
of their tomato sauce from is pizza.
"Based on our findings, and other research showing Iycopene can be an excellent antioxidant, we recommend that
people eat tomato-based cooked foods,"
said Dr. Lenore Kohlmeier, professorof
nutrition and epidemiology at the University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill
schools of public health and medicine.

"Tomato sauce on grains or pasta would
be better than pizza, however, because
cheese can carry a lot of fat. " Researchers found that men whose fat samples
revealed high consumption oflycopene
had about halfth,e risk of heart attack as
men whose samples sho wed low Iycopene consumption. Other foods containing Iyco pene are watermelon, red
grapefTuit and, to a lesser extent, shellfish. Peopl e get more Iycopene from
cooked tomatoes than raw ones; apparentl y cooking releases the nut rient from
the matrix that binds it in raw tomatoes.
Thi s in formation compiled from
TheScience Daily homepage at http : /
/www.sciencedaily . com.

Swenson
from page 5
the 12 hours needed to earn this minor. '
Swenson describes sc ience and literature courses as " looking at sCience as
a cultural force that is tied to literature."
She uses as an example ho w Charles
Darwin ' s "Origin of the Species" impacted 19th century literature and how
19th century literature influenced the
way Darwin wrote the "Origin of the
Species."
For stude nts who cqns iderreading

ror pleasure books by authors such as
Tom Clancy, Stephen Kingand Danielle
Steele, Swenson has advice that might
spark a creative passion for literature
even in an engineering student.
"It 's better to read [Clancy, King
and Steele] than nottoread atalL I reall y .
think that pleasure is primary," Swenson
said . " I wo uld suggest that if yo u get
practice with more challenging literature, it will pl ease you much more. It' s
intellectual pleasure. You feel your
mind working. You ' rehappywithyourselfbecause you 'veaccomplished something."

•••••••••••••••••••••••

CHANGE

THE WORLD

ON-E

TOOTHBRUSH

AT ATIME.

Extrao~dinary
from page 10
. By·the time the Orioles tied the
score everyone's nerves had been
twisted and tied into a knot. Yet no
one knew at the time that therewas an
hour left to play. Perhaps Hargrove
summed up the tension, and the glory,
of this game best
"I did something I've never done
before," the Indians' manager said. "I
had to go back (in the clubhouse) and
takeAlka-Seltzer twice. Once after the
fifth inning and once after the 11th.
The bizzare play that ended the
game was crucial to the Indians' Series
victory. The weight that the Orioles
felt after such an emotional loss must
have been heartbreacking.
I know I was riding an emtional
rollercoaster, and 1 wasn't even at the
game.
Comments, Questions, Id eas?
Contact me at bj n@umr . edu .
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Rape is a sad reality. And it can happen
to an yone. Even you.
When secretly s lipped into a b everage,
even a glass of lemonade , seda ting
substan ces can leave anyone vu lnerable
to sexual assault . You may not be able
to see it , s mell it, or taste it. . A nd you
don't h ave to be at a bar or club. It
could h appen in any soc ia l se tting.
The tragiC fact is that the reasons for
rape reall y h ave nothing to do w ith
you. It happens only b eca use the re are
p eople w h o w ish to h arm.

rhl'

\\orlll II I .1 ... hill!, yo u ..:h ,lIlgl· tht'

1l1{lt· ... \\ I£h

They all have a tasteless,·odorless, colorless
substance in them that could set you up for rape.
And your drink could too.

But there are some things that may help
reduce your risk:

y~ur b everage

•

Always k eep

in sight.

•

At a bar o r club , acce pt drinks only
from the bartender or server.

•

At social gatherings , don't accept
open-container drinks from anyone.

e

If you exp erience dizziness, extreme
drowsiness , or other sudden a nd
unexpla ined sympto m s, call
someone yo u trust : . Go to a h os'p ital
em ergen cy room immedia tely. Try
to retain a sample of the b everage
for testi ng.

If yo u think yo u 've b een sexu a lly
assa ulted, ca ll (800)656-HOPE for a
ra p e crisis center n ear yo u , o r call the
p o li ce immediate ly. Don't be afraid to
reach out for h elp. There are tests to
help prove yo u 've been drugged , and a
fede ral law that can 'f lut the rapis t in
prison fo r 20 yea rs.
So please, h elp reduce yo ur risk..

Watch your drink!
THIS MESSAGE IS PROVIDED BY HOFFMANN-LA ROCHE
IN COLLABORATION WITH THE DC RAPE CRISIS CENTER.

2,1997
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Employment

y. King
Ireally
wenson
Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED
you get :ompany: AK Steel
g Iilera_ late o[lnterview: 10/27
~lIi<>rs: ELEC
MET
Ore. It's ,finimum
GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior Sophomore standing.
el your lign-uP released 9123197 DEADLINE 10113197 8AM
ihyour_ VORKLOCATION: MIDDLETOWN.OrnO

d some_

'"

:TART 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
:Ompany: BHP Minerals
Sign-up Method: PRS-CWSED
late of Interview: WILL DO PHONE INTERVIEWS 10/22
(ajors: MET CHE
I1inimum GPA: 2.000 MJ,lst be Junior Senior standing.
ligo-uP released 9/23197 DEADLINE 10/ 141978AM
VORKWCATION: RENO. NEVADA
:TART 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
:Ompany: Birmingham Steel
l,te of Interview: 10/28. 10/29
~lIi<>rs: MECH
{jnimum GPA:

Sign-up Method:

Co-Op
Company: General Electric Company
Date of Interview: 10/2 1

Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior s tanding.

Sign-up released 9/18197 Deadline 10/ 17/978 AM
Work Location: FT. WAYNE. INDIANA: VARIOUS PLANT LOCATIONS
GE MOTORS & INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS - 45 MINUTE INTERVIEWS
CANDIDATES FOR THE CO-OP ASSIGNMENTS WORK IN THE AREAS OF DESIGN,
ANALYSIS. MANUF ACTURlNG.AND SOURCING OF ELECTRIC MOTORS.
MINIMUM 3 WORK ASSIGNMENTS
Company: General Motors
Date of Interview: 10/23

Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be S ophomore Se nior Junior standing.
Sign-up released 1011 3/97 sign-up released . Deadline 10120/97
Work Location: Wentzville , MO

Majors: MECH ELEC EMAN

:ignoup released

Minim~m GPA: 3. 150 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 10/13197 ~ sign·up released. Deadline 10/20/97
Work Location: Anderson, Indiana

Von: Location: Birmingham, Alabama
tart 1st co-op work session January 1998
.eadership positions
:Ompany: Caterpillar
Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED
late of Interview: 10/30
Iajora: MECH ELEC CRE MET CMPS

Company: General MotorsfGMlPontiac East
Date of Interview: 10/23

Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
10/ 13/97 Deadline 10116197
Work Location: Pontiac, Michigan

Sign-up released

10RK WCATION: PEORIA. ILLINOIS
1 HOUR INTERVIEWS
TART 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
998 SESSION DATES: JANUARY 20-MAY 8
.UGUST 24-DECEMBER 11
nfurmation meeting 10/2 9/97 MCNU'IT HALL 216 6-7 pm-PIZZA SERVED

Company: Georgetown Steel
Date of Interview: ·10/2 1

Sign-up Metood: P!\S-CLOSED

10127

!ajors: MECH ELEC MET EMAN
finimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior standing.
igo-up released 1017197 DEADLINE 10/ 151978AM
lork Location: Midlothian, Texas

TART 1ST CO-OP W0R!'..SESSION JANUARY 1998
NDOFMAY/JUNE 1998 START
ompany: Dana Spicer Axle

Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN

ate or Interview: 11105, 111

:ajors: ELEC MECH
:inimum GPA: 2.000 Must be
standing.
.go·up released 1017/97 Deadline 10122/97 Bam

'ORKLOCATION: COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
ompany: Detroit Tool

Sign-up Method: Open

ate of Interview: iO/30
:ajon: MECH EMAN

llTAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
art 1st co-op work session January 1998

Sign-up Method: PRS-FCFS

OR!{ rpCATION: ST. WUIS. MISSOURI (MARYLAND HEIGHTS, MO)
rART 1ST CO-OP WORK1!ESSION JANURY 1998
Sign-up Method: PRS-CWSED

Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED

Majors: MECH
Minimum GPA: 2 .950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.

Sign-up released 9/29/97 DEADLINE 10/ 10197
WORK LOCATION: WARREN. MICHIGAN
Com pany: Harmon Industries
Date of Interview: 10/3 1

Sign-up Method: PRS -CLOSED

Majors: ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up re leased 9124197 Deadline 10/ 1197 8am
Work location Grain Valley, MO (KC metro area) or Riverside, Ca lif
1st co-op work session January 1998 or May/June 1998

Company: Heckethorne Manufacturing
Date of Interview: 11103

Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN

Majors: EMAN ME CH MET
US Only
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu . Sophomore standing.
1017197 Deadline 10/22197 8am
Work Location: Dyersburg, Tennessee

START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
Company: Hussmann Corporation
Date of Interview: 10/20

Sign-up Method: PRS-FCFS

Majors: MECH ELEC CMPS
Minimum GPA: 2.9 50 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.

Sign-up released 9/23/97 DEADLINE 10/6197 8AM
Work Location: BRIDGETON, MO (ST. WUIS AREA)
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
Sign-up Method: PRS-FCFS

Majors: ClVL
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior Senior standing.

Sign-up re leased 9/23197 DEADLINE 10/ 14197 8AM
WORK WCATION: 15 COUNTY AREA AROUND SPRINGFIELD. ILLINOIS
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 AND ORMAY/JUNE 1998
Company: ISP Chemicals

Sign-up Method: PRS-FCFS

Date of Interview: 10120

inimum GPA: 2A50 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu . standing.
!D-Up released 9/23197 Deadline 10/ 15197 8AM
)r~ location: Paragould, Arkansas, Office & Manufacturing
IVll"Onment - work in final assembly area
trt 1st co-op work Bession JANUARY 1998

mpany: General Electric
or Interview: 10/28
>jors: MECH ELEC

Sign-up Method: PRS-FCFS

Date of Interview: 10/21

Date of Interview: 10128

latco-op work se88iohJANUARY-I998 AND OR JUNE 1998

'mpany: Emerson Electric
lte of Interview: 10129
Iiors: MECH

Company: GM Small Car Group

Company: IL. Dept. of Transportation

inimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior Senior standing.
PI-up released 9/24197 Deadline 10/10/97 8AM
>rk Location: St_ Louis, Missouri
lrt

Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be Freshman Sophomore Junior standing.

Sign-up released 9/30197 DEADLI NE 1017197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 98 AND OR MAY /JUNE 1998

Sign-up released

inimum GPA: 2.700 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
go-up released 9123197 DEADLINE 10/ 15/97
.

>mpany: Edward D. Jones & Co.
lte of Interview: 10124
ajors: CMPS MGTS
>Only

Sign-up Method: Ope n

Majors: ELEC MECH MET

CHANGED INTERVIEW DATE TO OCTOBER 31

SlPorm
:i.nimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing .
.go-up released 10/13197 DEADLINE 10/24197 8AM
·ork Location: Lebanon, Missouri

>mpany: EDS Unigraphies
ate of Internew: 10/29
ajors: AMTH CMP!'
SOnly

Sign·up Method: PRS·CLOSED

Majors: ELEC MECH

finimum GPA; 2.750 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu . sta nding.
ign-up released 10/9197 DEADLINE 10114/97

late of Interview:

Sign-up Method : Open

Majors: ELEC EMAN MECH

Company: General Motors- Delphi Int. & Light Sign·up Method : Open
Date of Interview: 10/23

ELEC MET
Must he
standing.

:Ompany: Chaparral Steel

Sign.up Method : PRS·OPEN

Majors: MECH ELEC EMAN

Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN

lte

nimum GPA: 2.450 Must be .Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu . standing.
:a-up released 1017/97 DEADLINE 10117/97 8AA!
:rk Location: Jonesboro, Arkansas

ART 1ST CO-OP CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
~ED TO HAVE STRONG COMPllTER INTEREST. AND WOULD LIKE STUDENTS TO HAVE
INllS ON WORK EXPERIEI'r.E IlAr.I(GHI)I -ND

Majors: CHE
Minimum GPA: 2 .950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.

Sign-up released 9/26197 DEADLINE 1013197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: CALVERT CITY. KENTUCKY (BY PADUCAH-WESTERN KY)
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
Company: Jefferson Smurfit
Date of Interview: 01102

S ign-up Method; PRS-OPEN

Majors: ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2. 060 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
10/ 1/97 DEADLINE 10/24197 8AM
Work Location: Alton, Illinois
start 1st co-op work session JANUARY 1998
must be able to work at least 2 work sessions

Sign-up released

NOT INTERVIEWI NG HERE ON CAMPUS - WILL SF,T.F'C'T FROM PRESCREEN AND
CONTACT STUDENTS DIKEL"I'LY.

--~~-------=~-----------------------~~
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Method; PRS·OPEN
HONEYWELL, INC
Interview Date: 11 / 11
P.O. Box 21111
Phoenix, AZ 85036
Attn: Mr. Ruben R. Yanez, Co llege Relations Coordinator
Degree Level: B M Minimum OPA 2.950
Majors;' ELEC CMPS
Grad Dates; 1297 05980798
Citizensliip: USlPerm
Position Avai lable: Software Project .Engr: Hardware Project Engr:
Position Location: Phoenix. A2
Systems Engineer
Deadlinejfor submitting resumes: Octobe r 24
PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING ; Thurs, Nov 13, 6;00 p.m.·Details to follow
http://ww.w.sac.honeywell .com
1

LUCENt TECHNOLOGIES, BELL LABS
Method; PRS·OPEN
1000 N Napervi lle Rd Room 1b·203
Interview Da te: 1111 3
Naperville, IL 60566·7033
Attn: Mil. Kim W. Tracy, Member of Tech Staff
Degree r..evel: B M PhD Mi nimum GPA 2.950
Majors;
AMTH ELEC PHYS EMAN CMPS MGTS
Grad Dates; 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship:
Position Availab le: Engineers
Position Locat ion: Napervi lle, IL
Deadline ifor submitting resumes: Octobe r 23
PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING; Wednes, Nov 12 · 6;00 p.m.·Details to follow
www.bell·\abs.com
www.1ucent.com
. McENER'Y AUTOMATION CORP
Method; PRS·OPEN
_ Interview Date; 03/05, 11107
P.O . Box ;220096
St. Louis; MO 63127
Attn: Mi. Mike McEnery, President
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majors; ' CHE ELEC CMPS
Gr~ d Da;.s; 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: Project Engineer
Position Location: St. Louis
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 23
MEMC ELECTRONlC MATERIALS
Method; PRS·CLOSED
PO Box 8 501 Pearl Dr
Interview Date: 10/3 0
St. Peters, MO 63376
Attn: Mr. Jack Strick, Technical Recruiter
Degree Level; B Minimum GPA; 2.950
Majors;
CHE ELEC CER EMAN MECH
Grad Dates:1297 00
Citizenship:
Position Available: Summer Intern
Position Location: St Peters, MO
SCHEDULE SET UP FROM RESUMES COLLECTED AT THE CAREER FAIR.

POl"it;oll

l\v.Ld :~h l t'.

[nloLn::a;nll avn il nhlc ill :10 1 Nn rwnon Hall

Posi tion Locat ion: Pueblo, Co lorado
OPEN SIGN·UP DATE; Immediately
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
wWw.trane.com

TOKUSEN USA, INC.
Method; PRS·OPEN
1500 Amity Road
Interv ie w Date: 02/ 18. 11103, 11104
Conway, AR 72033
Attn: take Mattingly,
Degree Level: B
Mini mum OPA 2.000
Majors;
CHE MET MECH
Grad Dates; 1297059807
Citizenship:
Position Avai lable: Project Engineer
Position Location: Conway, AR
PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING; Sundey, Nov 2·8;00 p.m . . Meramee Room·UCE
This schedu le being set up from resumes received at the Career Fair.
U.S. DEPT OF DEFENSE·NA VY
Method; Open
1222 Spruce St., 10th
Interview Date: 11104
St . Louis, MO 63 103·28 14
Attn: CW04 Les Lentz, Officer Programs Recruiter
Degree Leve l: B M Minimum OPA: 2.950
Majors;
ENG CMPS CHEM AMTH PHYS
Grad Dates;0597 1297 0507
Citizenship: US Only
Position Avail able: Engineering
Posi tion Location: World Wide
OPEN SIGN·UP DATE; October 2 1 ·8;00 a.m .
www.navystiouis.com

CHANGES, CANCELLATIONS, ETC.
CANCELlATIONS
Raytheon E·Systems Garland· October 14
Interview date CANCELLED
BDM International· October 28
Interview date CANCELLED

CHANGES
International Paper,. Pine Bluff, AR
One sched'..lle for October 21
Two schedules CHANGED to O~tober 29, 1997

MOTOROLA· INTERNATIONAL
Method: PRS·CLOSED
1438 W Broadway
Interview Date: 10/23
Tempe, AZ 85282
Attn: Ms. Jeri Allen, Staffing
Degree Level; B . Minimum GP A: 3.000
Majors;
ENG
Grad Dates; 1297 0598 07
Citizenship: USlPerm
SCHEDULE SET UP FROM RESUMES RECEIVED BY THE COMPANY FROM CAREERFAlR.
AND RESUMES SENT TO COMPANY BY THE CAREEROPPORTUNlTIES CENTER.
NOKIA TELECOMMUNlCATIO
Method; PRS·OPEN
7 Village Circle # 100
Interview Date: 11114
Westlake, TX 76262
Attn: Ms. Erin Lewis, Recruiting Coordinator
Degree Level; B M Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors;
ELEC
Grad Dates;1297 0598 0798
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: RF Engineer
Position Location: DallaslFt. Worth Area
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 24
www.nokia.com

Summer
TRADOC ANALYSIS CENTER,U.S. ARMY
Method; PRS·OPEN
255 Sedgwick Avenue
Interview Date: To Follow
ft. I....eavenworth, KS 66027
Attn: Ms. Iris PrueittlAl Davis, Sr. Operations Research Analyst
Minimum GPA 2.000
Must be Sophomore
Majors;
AMTH PHYS EMAN MGTS
Grad Dates;oo 00
Citizenship; US Only
Position Available: Summer Intern/Student Trainee· Operatiolls
Research Analyst
Position Location: Ft~ Leavenworth, KS
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 27

PETERBILT MOTORS COMPANY
Method; Open
Interview Date; 10/27
1700 Woodbrook Street
Denton, TX 76205
Attn: Ms. Jenny Hall, Human Resources Manager
Degree Level; B M Minimum GPA; 2.850
Majors;
ELEC MECH
Grad Dates;0597 1297
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: Engr.·DesignlCustomer Engr.
Position Location: Denton, TX
OPEN SIGN·UP DATE; Immediately
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
http://www.peterbilt .com
PRAXAIR. INC.
Method; PRS·OPEN
1234 Atlantic Street
Interview Date: 11114
Kansas City, MO 64158
Attn: Mr. Joe Torrago. Recruit
Degree Level; B Minimum GPA: 2.450
MECH MET
Majors;
Grad Dates;0597 1297
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: Manufacturing Engineer
Position Location: Miami, FL
Deadline for submitting resumes : Octobe r 23
www.praxair.com
THE TRANE COMPANY
Method; Open
101 William White Blvd
Interview Date: 10/20
Pueb lo, CO 81001
Attn: Mr. Bob Clark. Manager EmploYII! c nt
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors;
CHE MECH
Grad Dates;0597 129705980798
Citizenship: USfPe rm

million American

them? Call Second Harvest,

kids never had a choice .

America's food bank net-

Won't you choose to help

work, at 1-800-532-FOOD.

Twelve
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Company: KASCO Co rporation
Date of Interview: 10/20

Sign-up Method : PRS ·CLOSED

Majors: MECH MET EMAN
Minimum CPA: 2.650 Must be Junior Senior standing.

Sign· up released 1011197 DEADLINE IOll31978AlVI
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION J ANUARY 1998
JOB DESCRIPTION AV AlLAB LE. CO·OP OFC, 303D NORWOOD HALL
Company: MEMC Electronic Materia ls Inc.
Date of Interview: 10/30

Sign. up Method : Open

M:ijors: CER CHE E LE C MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior Senior standing.

Sign.up released 10120197 DEADLINE 10/27/97
WORK LOCATION: ST. PETERS, MISSOURI
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 98 TO AUGUST 98
Company: Olin Corporation
Sign·up Method: PRS·CLOSED
Date of Interview: 10/29
Majors: MECH MET CMPS ELEC CER EMAN MGTS

Sign-up Method : Open

Co mpany: Ten na lum Div/Kaiser Aluminum
Date of Interview: 10120
Majors: MET
US/Perm

Minimum CPA: 2.700 Must be Sophomore Junior standing .
Sign-up released

9/2/97 DEADLINE until filled

WORK LOCATION: JACKSON , TENNESSEE
START ISTCO·OPWORKSESSION JANUARY 1998 ANDIORMAYIJUNE 1998
Company: U.S. Space & Rocket Center
Sign·up Method: PRS·CLOSED
Date of Interview: 10/28
Majors: CHEM AERO MECH CHE PHYS AMTH LIFS ENGL ECON mST
USlPerm
Minimum CPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior s tanding.

Sign· up re leased 101\4197 DEADLINE 10116197
WORK LOCATION: HUNTSVlLLE,ALABAMA
START 1ST WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
INFORMATION MEETING 10/27197 6PM UCE 21 1 MERAMEC ROOM
NOTE: TEAM LEADER/COUNSELOR AT US SPACE CAMP

USIPerm

Compa ny: U.S. Space & Rocket Center

Minimum GPA: 2.650 Must be Sophomore Jun ior s ta nding.
Sign-up re leased 9/231.97 Deadline 10/ 15/97 8am
Work Location: E . Alton, Illinois (close to St. Louis)

Date of Interview : 10/28

1ST WORK CO·OP JANUARY OR MAY 1998
VIDEO CONFERENCING INTERVIEW· PICK UP SHEETS ON "TIPS FOR VIDEO
INTERVIEWING"

Minimum GPA: 2.450 Mus t be Junior Senior s tanding.

Company: Pepsi·Cola Company

Sign·up Method: PRS·CLOSED

Date of Interview: 10/24

Sign.up Method: PRS·CLOSED

Majors: CER CIVL ELEC EMAN GEE MET MIN NUCL PETR CMPS
USlPerm
Sign·up released 10/ 14/97 DEADLINE 10/ 16197
WORK LOCATION: HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
START 1ST WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
INFORMATION MEETING 10/271976PM UCE 2 11 MERAMEC ROOM
NOTE: TEAM LEADER/COUNSELOR AT THE US SPACE CAMP

Majors: ELEC EMAN MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Se nior

standi ng.

Sigo.up released 9/2S/97 DEADLINE 10110197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS. MO
START 1ST CO·OP W.ORK SESSION JANUARY 1998

Company: Union Pacific Railroad. Info. Tech. Sign·up Method: PRS·CLOSED
Date of Interview; 10/2 4

Mlijors: ELEC
USlPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Mus t be Freshman Sopbomore Junior standing.

Company: Protein Technologies International

Sign-up Method : Open

Date of Interview: 10/Sl
Majors: CHE MECH

USIPerm

Sign·up released 9/2 3197 DEADLINE 10/ 10/97 8AM
WORK LOCATION: OMAHA. NEBR,ASKA
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 ANDIOR MAY/JUNE 1998
INFORMATION MEETING 10/23197 7·8:S0PM· 201 Norwood Hall

Minimum GPA: 2.750 Mus t be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.

Sign·up released 10/20197 DEADLINE 10128197
Work Location: Pryor, Oklahoma
start let co-op work session January 1998
Pryor. OK is ,between Joplin. MO and Tulsa, OK

Company: Union Pacific RR
Date of Interview: 10/22. 101
Mlijors: MECH' CIVL EMAN ELEC

Sign.up Method: PRS·FCFS
Company: Sporlan Valve
Date of Interview: 10121
M$rs: MECH ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be JuniorSenior standing.
Sigo·up released 9/23197 Deadline 10/8197 8am
Work Location: Washington. Missouri - Headquarters
Start 1st co·op work session January 1998 finis h August 1998

Sign.up released 9/23/97 Deadline 1018197 Sam
WORK LOCATION: OMAHA. NEBRASKA AND LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
INFORMATION MEETING 10121 · UCE 2 11 Meramec Room
6·7 PM
START IST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 AN D CONTINUE TO AUGUST 1998
AND J UNE 1998 THROUG H DEC 1998 Homepage: www.uprr.com

Company: Sundstrand Corporation
Date of Interview: 10120

Sign·up Method: PRS-FCFS

USIPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must

Sign·up Method: PRS·FCFS

be Junior Senior Sophomore standing.

Company: United Construction
Date of Interview: 10/24

Sign-up Method: PRS·CLOSED

Majors: CIVL

Majors: MECH ELEC AERO

M.inimum GPA: 2.700 Mus t be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.

USIPerm

Sign·up released 1012197 DEADLINE 10114197
.
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI. LOUISVILLE. KY OR INDIANAPOLIS. IN
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998

Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sigo.up released 9123197 DEADLINE 10/6197
WORK LOCATION: ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS
START 1ST CO·O!, WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
Company: Sunnen Products

Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN

Date of Interview: UNDETERMINED
M$rs: ELEC EMAN MECH

USIPerm
Minimum GPA 2.950 Must be Fres hman Sophomore Junior standing.

Sigo.up released 9/30197 Deadline 101241978AM.<extendedl

Work Location: St. Louis, Missouri
start Ist co-op work session January 1998 ANDIOR MAY /JUNE 1998
DEPENDING ON INTEREST . MAY INTERVIEW ON·CAMPUS

--------------Pull-Time-------------ARCHER DANIELS MIDLAND
Method: PRS·OPEN
PO Box 1470
Interview Date: 11106
Decatur. IL 62525
Attn: Mr. Doug Famay, College Recruit. Coordin.
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.550
Majors:
CHE
Grsd Date.: 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship: USIPerm
Position Available: Agricultrual Processing
Position Location: Midwest: Southeast
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 23
Transcript required at time of interview .
Information on position available in 301 Norwood Hall
www.admworld.com

ASSOCIATED ELECTRICCOOPERATlVE
Method: PRS·OPEN
PO Box 754. 2814 S. Go
Interview Date: 11104
Sprincfield, MO 65801·0754
Attn: Mr. Chris W. Bolie. Mgr, Transmission Planning & Operations
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
ELEC
Grad Dates: 1297 00
Citizenship:
Position Available: Transmission Planning Engineer

Position Location: Springfield. MO

Deadline for submitting resum-es: . October 24
'Nww.aeci.org

GUARDIAN INDUSTRIES
1485 East Curtis Avenu
Reedley. CA 93657

Method: PRS·OPEN
Interview Date J 1107

Attn: Mr. Eric Martin, Hum an Resources Manage r

Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majors:
MECH
Grad Dates:0597 1297
Citizenship: USfPerm
Position Available: Mechanical Engineer
Position Location: Reedley. CA
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 23

HECKETHORN MANUFACTURING
Method: PItS·OPEN
835 Chilton Lane
Interview Date: 11/04
Wilmette, IL 60091
Attn: Ms. Jane Gardner. Human Resources

Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.850 '
Mlijors:
EMAN MECH
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship:
Position Available: Engineer
Position Location: Dyersburg, TN
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 23
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*FREE CARTON GIVEN A WAY EVERY WEEK*
(No Purchase Necessary, Visit Store For Details)
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SHARON MAl
800·829·0924.

" WE SMOKE THE COMPETITION!"
COMING SOON: WALK - IN HUMIDOR
12th & PINE 364-3311
RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS

Grotto Halloween Party
Thurs. - Oct. 30
Costume Prizes
1st Place - $25
Specials on Pitchers & Bottles
Theta Tau Omega Pizza Night
Miller Lite Promo

THE MINERS
FAVORITE HANGOUT
WE CATER TO UMR

Lots of Door Prizes

ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECTION OF GAMES AND
MUSIC
. Friday Lunch Special Tacos & The Grotto's
F'.AD.J:<>~S .EI~~~I'T"<>S
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Financial A i d - - - RURAL MISSO'URI, INC.

If you have been employed ~ ~
a fa rmwo rker in t h e. pa st two
year s, you may be eligible to receive free t uition assistance for
your education. If you have worked
as a farm, orch ard, greenhouse or
poultry!egg production employee,
you may qualify. To obtain details
and the field representative closest to you call 1-800- 234-497 l.

CHRYSLER A NNO'UNCES
NEW SCHO'LARSHIP PRO'GRAM

~

h
\

With an eye toward assisting
outst a nding college bound students, Chrysler Corpor ation recently awarded 1,000 grants to
40 recipients through its new Junior Golf S ch ola r s hip Progr am.
Even though the m ajor ity of the
winners play golf, all selections
were made based upon their academic and extr acurricular effor t.
For more information on this exciting pro gr a m ca ll 1-800-8560764.

DEPARTMENT O'F THE
ARMY U ,S , ARMY HEALTH
PRO'FESSIONAL SUPPO'RT
AGENCY
Let the Army pay your way
through Medical, Dental Optom etry School, or a Doctora l level degree in ClinicallResearch Psychology. Scholarship includes: full tuition, required books, lab fees , required equipment rental, $865.00
monthly stipend.
FOR MORE INFO'RMATION ON
ARMY SCHOLARSHIP O'PPORTUNITIES CONTACT: CAPTAIN
DINO' L. MURPHY OR MRS .
SHARON MACKENZIE AT 1800-829 -0924.

THE JO'HN GYLES EDUCATION FUND SCJlO'LARSHIP
The John Gyles Education
Fund is 'a private: benevolent endeavor established seven years ago
with the help of a Canadian!
American benefactor. Each year
financial assistance is ava ilable
to students in both Canada and
the United States. Full Canadian
or American citizenship is a requirement. Awards are available
to both male and female students
for all areas of post-secondary
study. A minimum GPA of 2.7 is
required . Criteria other than
strictly academic ab.ility and financial need are considered in the
selection process. Selected students will receive up to $3,000.00 .
Filing dates for mailing application in 1997' are April 1st. JUnt)
Uith, November 15th. Applic,,-

tions mu st be m a iled by t h ese
da tes.
T o r ece ive 'a n a p plication
please send a stamped ***(US 32
cen ts), self-a ddressed, standa r d
letter size (No. 10) envelope to the
following a ddress: The J ohn Gyles
Education F un d, Atte ntion : R.
James Co ugle, Adm inistra tor , P .
O. Box 4808, 712 Riverside Dr iye,
Frederickton , New Brunsw ick
Canada ESB 5G4.
We use internatio na l ma il
services, ther efore U.S. postage is.
acceptable.

KIDS' CHANCE I NC. O'F MISSO'URI
Wh at is Kids' Cha nce? It is a
nonprofit corporation developed
by intereste d insurers, employers,
attorneys, labor, medical ·a nd reh abilitation gr oups. The purpose
of Kids' Chance is to provide financial scholarships to complete t he
education of children of workers
who have been seriously injured
or killed in Missouri work related
injuries .
Which Children are Eligible
for the Scholarship? Children who
have a pa ren t who was permanently or catastrophically injured
or killed in a Missouri compensable injury or occup a tiona l dis ease, a'nd who are Missouri residents between the ages of 16 a nd
25.
Applications available in t he
Student Fina ncia l Aid Office, G- l
Pa rker Hall, Rolla, MO 654090250 or by calling 1-800-522-0938.

Distribute d by: Dece mb e r 15,
199 7.
Aca d e mi c semester: Fa ll
1998, Applications Postmarked
by: A pril 1, 1998, Awards Distrib·
u ted by: J une 15, 1998.
Aca demic semester Spr in g
199 9, Ap plication s Pos t marked
by: November 1, 19,98, Awards
Distribu ted by : Decembe r 15,
1998.
Ca r at Scholarsh ip Foundatio n s is fu n ded by the
cont rubutions of civic-minded individuals, businesses a nd various
fund ra isers. The Fou ndation of·
fers $5 00 -$ 1000 scho larships
semia nnually to graduate and undergr a du ate stu dents wh o are
United States citizens. The schola rships are awarded on t he basis
of career goals, fi na ncial need a nd
academic record.

CHARLE S P . BELL CO'NSE RVA TIO N $5 00 S C HO'LA R SHIPS

QUALIFICATIONS
Applicant must be a Missouri
resident. Applicants enrolled in
Missouri schools will be given preference.
Applicant must be involved in
th e managem ent of n atural resourc'es, specifica lly: Fish , Wildlife, Forest, Soil, Water.
Applicants must already have
,earned at least 60 hours of college
credits.
Applications available in the
St.udent Financial Aid Office, G·l
Parker Ha ll.
Application deadline must be
received by: January 15, 1998.

gra nt is awarded, have completed
on e yea r of aerospace-re late d
graduate studies at a well r ecognized institut ion of higher education .
Application s available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G·l
Parker H all.
Application deadline m ust be
postmark e d by Nove m ber 1,
199 7.

PETER D. CO'URTOIS CO'NCRE T E C O'NST R U CTION
SCHO'LARSHIPS
Two $ 1,000 (U.S.) awards are
available t hrough the ACI Con crete Research and Ed ucation
Foundation (ConREF) for undergradu ate study in concrete con structio n for t h e 1998 -99 academic year . The Peter D. Courtois
Concrete Constru ction Schola r ship honor the memory of Peter D.
Courtois, whose long-term com·
mitment to practical ach ieve·
me nts in construction focused on
the fields of form work and tilt·up
construction.

REQUIREMENTS:

These awards are open to a ny
undergr adu ate s tudent in th e
United States or Cana da. The stude nt shall h ave ach ieved senior
status in a four -year or longer un dergraduate program in engineering, construction, or technology
d u r ing t h e year for which th e
awards are presented. The awards
will be made on the basis of demonstrated interest a nd abiltiy to
work in the field of concrete conAMERICO'RPS EDUCATION
struction.
AWARDS PROGRAM
The s tudent mu s t h ave a
course load of 6 or mor e credit
The ArneriCorps Education ZO'NTA INTERNATIONAL hours each s emester during the
Awards Program offers members AMEILIA EARHART FEL- ' period fo r which the a ward is
the standard AmeriCorps educa- LO'WSHIP AWARDS FO'R made .
tion stipend of over $4,700 for one WO'MEN 1998-99 ELIGIBILTY
The student must be a senior
year of community service, but
during the year for which the
unlike AmeriCorps USA, it does
Have completed a bachelor's award is made (not necessarily at
not provide a living allowance or degree in a qualifying area of sci- the time of application).
. other benefits.
ence or engineering closely related
Transcripts, recommenda For information on this pro- to a dvanced studies in aerospace- tions, and an essay must be subgram contact the Student Finan- related science or aerospace-re- mitted as outlined on t he applicalated engineering.
cial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall.
tion form .
:Applications availDemonstrate a superior aca- able in the St udent Fina ncial Aid
<iemic record with evidence ofpo- Office,G-l Pa rker Hall. ApplicaCARAT
SCHO'LARSHIP tential at a recognized university tion deadline must be received by:
or college as verified by tra nscripts, January 15, 1998.
FO'UNDATION
- recommendations a nd acceptance
To reoeive cun-ent information or verification by any institution
packets and applications for The of higher education with aoeredited CO'NCRETE RESEARCH AND
Carat Scholarship , pleas e have courses in aerospace-related stud- EDUCATIONAL FO'UNDAinterested s tude nts send a ies.
TION O'F ACI INTERNAstamped self addressed envelope
Provide evidence of a well-de- TIONAL
to: Carat Scholarship Foundaiton, fined research program in aeroAttn: Carol McAuliffe-Director, 5 spaoe-related science or aerospaoe$3,000 (U.S.) awards a re now
Magnolia Parkway, Hawthorn related engineering a s described available through the ACI InterWoods,IL 60047.
in the application essay, research national Concrete Research and
The schedule for the Carat and publications. Clearly demon- Education Foundation (ConREF)
. Scllolarship Foundation Awards strate the relationship of your re- for graduate study in the field of
is as follows :
search to aerospace and verify your concrete for the 1998-99 academic
.• Ac ~d e mir. semester: Spring research program with at least one ye ar . Th e aw a rds incl ud e the
199!!, Applicati(\n s PostmarkEd lettel' of recommendation.
Katharine and Bryant Mather
by: ~ovember 1, 1997, Awards
By the time the fellowship Fellowship, ACI- W.R. Grace Fel-

..

lows hip , V. Moh a n Ma lhorta Fellowship, S tewart C. Watson Fellowship , and ACI Fellowships.

REQUIREMENTS:
These awards are open to any
stu dent comp leti ng studies to ward the bachelor degree or one
who has received a' bachelor degree from a higher education institution which is accredited by
the responsible regional or national agency.
The following criteria must be
met by the applicant:
Must have possession of a
bachelor degree from an accredited
program by the s ummer of 1998:
At the time of acceptance of
the fellowship (but not necessarily at the time of application) the
a pplica n t m u st have bee n accepted for graduate stu dy. This
graduate study must be in engineering, architectural, or materials science program at an accredited college or university in the
USA or Can ada which offer s a
gra duate program in concrete design, materials, or con struction,
with the exception ofthe V. Mohan
Ma lhotra Fe llowship wh ich is
available only to an applicant ma joring in concrete materials science research an d the Stewart C.
Watson Fellowship which is available to a n applicant with a special interest in joints and bearings
for concrete structures.
Must be a fu ll-time first or
second-year gradaute student during the entire fellowship year .
Must be proficient in the English la nguage (or French as required in Province of Quebec or
Spa nish in Puerto Rico).
Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G-l
Parker Hall.
Application deadline must be
received no later than: January
15,1998.

NATIONAL SECURITY EDUCATION PRO'GRAM (NSEP)
The National Security Education Program was designed to provide American undergra duates
with the resources and encouragement they need to acquire skills
and experience in countries and
areas of the word critical to the
future security of our nation. As a
student of another culture and language you will begin to acquire the
international competenoe you need
to communicate effecti~ely across
borders , unders ta nd other
perpectives and a!lalyze increasingly fluid economic and political
realities .

REQUIREMENTS:
As a U.S. undergraduate stutl .. nt, you are eligible to apply for

:1n NSEP scholarship if you meet
he following conditions:
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U.S. citizenship at the time
of application.
Matriculated as a freshmen,
sophomore, junior, or senior in a
U.S. post-secondary institution,
including universities, colleges,
and community colleges accredited by an accrediting body recognized by the U.S. Department of
Education.
Applying to engage in a study
abroad experience th a t m ee t s
home institution standards.
Planning to use the scholarship for study abroad. NSEP undergraduate scholarships a re not
for study in the U.S.
Your study abroad program
ends before you graduate.
Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G-1
Parker Hall. Application dead- .
line: January 26,1998.

THE BARRY M. qOLDWATER
SCHOLARSHIP AND EXCELLENCE
IN EDUCATION
FOUNDATION
This scholarship covers eligible
expenses for tuition, fees, books,
and room and board to a maximum of$7,500 per academic year.
Junior scholarship recipients can
expect to receive a maximum of two
years of scholarship support. Senior scholarship recipients are eligible for a maxim urn of one year of
scholarship support.

ELIGIBILITY:
To be considered for nomination, a student must:
be a current sophomore or junior pursuing a bachelor's degree on
a
full-time basis. A current
sophomore sutdent in a two-year
college who plans to transfer to a
baccalaureate program may be
nominated:
have an average of at least B
or the equivalent and be in the
upper fourth of his or her class.
be a U.S citizen, U.S. national,
or resident alien.
have a demonstrated interst
in a career in mathematics, the
natural sciences, or engrneering.
be nominated by his or her college or university on the official
nomination materials provided by the Barry M. Goldwater
Scholarship
and Excellence in Education
Foundation.

DEADLINE:
The campus deadline is 4:30
p_m.on December 5, 1997. Applications must be complete, including letters of reference and
transcripts and returned to the
Office of the Vice Chancellor for
Academic Afrairs, 204 Parker
Hall, by this date. The application
is also available via our Home
Page:http://www.umr.edu/-acafrSipressrel.html
KANSAS criY CHAPTER OF
THE CONSTRUCTION FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION

CFMA is-a professional orga~iza
tiOll that. is promoting growth of
construction 'fi~-anical management in the Kansas City area.
Since its inception in 1985, the
primary purpose of the Kansas
City Chapter has been to unite individuals having finanical responsibilities in the construction industry and provid,e a forum through
which the m embers ca n mee t to
excha n ge ideas. We sincerely want
to see construction financial managem e nt as a profession passed
on to qu alifed outstanding men
and women.

REQUIREMENTS:
Scholarships will be awarded
based on merit and the recipient's
potential contribution to the financial management of the construction industry in
the Kansas City area. Financial need may
be considered. To be eligible for a
scholarship from the Kansas City
Chapter an applicant must meet
the following criteria:
.Be enrolled or plan to enroll
in an accr~dited four Y\lar Degree
Program as a Junior during' the
1998-99 school year with a series
'of courses related to .an Accounting, Finance, or Management degree.
Qualify as a full time student
(minimum of 12 hours a semester).
Provide proof of previous scholastic achievement (minimum cumulative
3.0 grade-point average on a 4.0 scholar or equivalent)
and be pr~gressing toward a degree or certificate.
Provide a letter or recommendation from a college professor, a
business person, and a personal
acquaintance.
Be capable of serving an internship in Kansas City during the
. summer
of 1998.
Application deadline must be
submitted before: December 31,
1997.

DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
EDUCATION . MISSOURI
TEACHER
EDUCATION
SCHOLARSHIP
This scholarship is a on-time
non-renewable award of$2000 to
be used in one academic year.

REQUIREMENTS:
Be. a Missouri resident.
Be a high'school senior: freshman or sophomore at a community or four-year college or university in Missouri (with not more
than 60 c'o llege credit hours).
Rank in t he top 15% of their
high school class or score in the
top 15
national percentile on
an ACT or SAT
examination
(Last year the qualifying ACT
Score was 25).
Application packet must be
submitted by: February 15, 1998.

DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
'-~ EDUCATION MISSOURI MITbe Kansas City Chapter of NORITY TEACHING SCHOL-

ARSHIP..
This scholarship is a $3,000
per year renewable award for up
to four years.
Be a Missouri resident.
Be African Americna, Asian
American, Hispanic American, or
Native American.
Be a high school senior, college student, or · returning adult
(without
a degree) who ranks
in the top 25 percent of their high
school class and scores at or above
the 75th percentile on the ACT or
SAT exa mination. (Last year
qualifying ACT score was 23.) OR,
individuals who have completed 30
college hours and have a cumulative G.P.A. or 3.0. OR, individuals
with a baccalaureate degree who
are returning to an approved math
or science teacher education program.
Application must be submitted by: February 15, 1998.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
HEATING, REFRIGERATING
AND AIR-CONDITIONING
ENGINEERS, INC_
A Grant-in-Aid is a grant of
funds to a full-tim'e graduate stu·
dent of ASHRAE·related technologies. Is is awarded once each
year for use in the
following
academic year. Normally 20 to 25
grants are made each year.
Applicants should be involved
in the heating, ventilation, air conditioning or refrigeration
(HVAC&R) fields or in related
areas. These related areas
may include indoor air quality, energy conservation, human comfort
or HVAC
.
system design, operation or main·
tenance.
.
Applications must be received
by: December 15, 1997.

1998 NSF GRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS
AND MINORITY GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIPS
The National Science Foun·
dation (NSF) will award approximately 1,000 new three·year
. Graduate Fellowships and Minority Graduate Fellowships in
March 1998. Seperate competitions are conducted for Graduate
Fellowships and Minority Graduate Fellowships, each with addi·
tional awards offered for women
in engineering and computer and '
information science.
The NSF Graduate and Minority Graduate Fellowships are
only open to individuals who are;
at the time of application, citizens
or nationals of the Unit~ d' States
or permanent resident aliens of
the United States.
The NSF Graduate Fellowships are intended for students at
or near the beginning of their
graduate study in science, mathematics, or engineering. Eligibility is limited to those· individuals
who, by the beginning of the fall

1'197 term , have completed no
more than 20 semester hours of
graduate study in the science and
engineering fields supported by
thi~ program since completion of
a baccalaureate degree in science
or engineering.
The NSF Minority Graduate
Fellowship competition is open to
members of a racial or ethnic minority group represented in the
advanced levels of the U.S. science
and engineering pool as defined in
the program ,announcement. Minority Graduate Fellowships are
intended for students in the early
stages of their graduat~ study in
science, mathematics, or engineer~
ing. Eligibility is limited to those
individuals who, by the beginning
of the fall 1997 term, have completed no more than 30 semester
hours or equivalent, of graduate
study in the science and engineering fields supported by this program since completion of a baccalaureate degree in science or engineering.
' The NSF Fellowship stipend
during 1998-99 wil be $15,000 for
12-month tenures. Applications
may be obtained from the Office of
the Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs, 204 Parker Hall. Applications must be post marked by
November 6,1997.

RENEWAL FREE APPLICATION FQR FEDERAL STUDENT AID (FAFSA) FOR 98/
99
Renewal FAFSA will be mailed
to students beginning November
18, 1997. If a student does. not
receive their renewal F AFSA by
the middle of January 1998,

those :3tUC.C!1 ts WIll need to pIck
up and comp;ete a regular 98/99
F AFSA. Those forms will be
available in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-1 Parker Hall
around December 1, 1997.

THE NINETY-NINES, INC.
GREATER ST. LOUIS CHAPTER ADELA RIEK SCHARR
SCHOLARSHIP FUND ·
The Greater St. Louis Chapter,
Ninety·Nines, Inc. (an international organization of licensed
women pilots), if offering an
academic scholarship to qualified women students.
ELIGIDILITY:
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.............-;

11:00 pm: Boo~
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4:00 pm: Rugby te
fields

Be currently enrolled full
time in an accredited institution
of higher learnin'g and be actively
seeking a degi-ee!n an aviation
related career field. Academic
programs may be in Engineering,
Sciences, Liberal Arts, Business.
as well as flight or aircraft
maintenance b:ai.D.ing. Determination of the relati'onship ofthe
applicant's career plan to
aviation is part of -the selection
process.
Have successfully completed
a minimum of one (1) year in this
academic program with an
average grade ofuC" or higher.
Applications available in
the Student Financial Aid Office,
G-1 Parker Hall.
Application deadline must be
postmarked by: February 1,
1997 .
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Rolla Books
1000 S. Bishop
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Calendar of Events
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Please send all cbanges to tbe aforementioned office.
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vs. University of Central Arkansas,
UMR Soccer Complex

6:00 pm: Inter:o!legiate Knights, 204
McNutt

·7:00 pm: UMR Miner soccer vs.
University of Central Arkansas, UMR
Soccer Complex

..

. :\v;~,ll;~
:i['~,~i/,
..: ;::" __
~

Fellowship, Mark Twain or Missouri
RmsUCE

.~'

-_,~l

-,, '~,~,

,_ j

~ ~

9:30 am: Tau Beta Sigma selling
Halloween-O-Grams, The Puck
12:00 pm: Booster Club, Pizza Inn
1735 N. Bishop Ave
4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
fields
5:00 pm: Pershing Rifles, 302 Harris
Hall
5:45 pm: Christian Science Org.,
Sunri~e Rrn UCW

6:00 pm: Toastmasters, 109 CSF
6:30 pm: UMR Continuing Education
Short Course, "Pilot Ground School" ,'
Meramec Rrn UCE

t be

11,

8:00 pm: SUB presents The Spencers,
Leach Theatre Castleman Hall

6:30 pm: American Nuclear Society,
227 Fulton Hall
6:30 pm:
Student Assn. of
Management Systems, 107 Harris Hall

I :30 pm: Chinese Student Assn., 105,
117,215,216ME

7:00 pm: Am. Society of Civil
Engineers EIT review session, 117 CE

6:30 pm:
Christian Campus
Fellowship Sunday evening Church
Service, 104 ME

7:00 pm: Bridge club, Miner Lounge
UCE'

6:00 pm: UMR Independents officers
meeting, Walnut Rrn UCW
7:00 pm: National Society of Black
Engineers/Assn. of Black Students, 204
McNutt

11 :30 am: University Orators Chapter
of Toastmasters Intemational, Missouri
RmUCE
3:30 pm: UMR School·of Mines and
Metallurgy Seminar "Neurofuzzy
Approaches for the Intelligent
Management of Complex Systems, 227
Fulton Hall
4:30 pm: Chemistry Dept. Seminar
"Electrochemical Approaches to
Ultratrace Detection: Toward the Single
Molecule Limit", G-3 Schrenk Hall

8:00 pm: Academic Competition Org.,
314CE

3:30 pm:
Christian
Fellowship, 106 Eman

continued on page 24

7:00 pm: St. Pats, I 07C ME Annex
6:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers Club, 204
McNutt
6: 15 pm: Panhellenic Council rush rule
revision meeting, Walnut Rrn

8:00 pm: Academic Competition Org. ,
314CE
8:00 pm: Solar Car Team, 103 Eman

6:30 pm: Blue Key, 2 t 6 ME
6:30 pm: AIChE"G-3 ChE

9:00 pm: Association for Black
. Students PoetTy Under the Stars, The
Puck

7:00 pm: Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, G-31 EE
7:30 pm: Society of Mining E.ngineers,
216 McNutt
8:00 pm: Student Union Board Lecture
and Q&A by William B. Davis
(Cigarette Man on X-Files), Centennial
Hall UCE
9:00 pm: Women's volleyball club
practice, Multi-purpose Bldg

9:30 am: Tau Beta Sigma selling
Halloween-O-Grams, The Puck

4:30 pm: SUB Poker
Cafeteria UCE

9:30 am: Tau Beta Sigma selling
Halloween-O-Grams, The Puck

7:00. & 9:00 pm: SUB Fall Film
Unforgiven, 104 ME
7:30 pm: Turkish Student Assn.
celebration of foundation of Turkish
republic, Centennial Hall UCE

2:00 pm: Spanish Club, 205 H-SS
3:00 pm: . Men's volleyball club
practice, Multi-purpose Bldg
3:30 pm: Computer Science Dept.
Seminar "Why the Internet will
·Crash .... and Again", 209 M-CS
4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
fields
.

- -.....- - _.._
6:00

pm:

- ------= ---

A representative will be on campus Monday, October 27
conducting an INFORMATION SESSION at 6:00 p.m.,
in the University Center East, 211 MERAMEC

Interviews will be conducted Tuesdoy, October 28, 1997.

Toumame~t,

7:00 pm: Show Me Anime, 204
McNutt
8:30 am: UMR Coterie Club sponsors
"Tour the Cap{tol and Visit the
Governor's Mansion"

THE U.S. SPACE &
ROCKET CENTER IS
SEARCmNG FOR
COUNSELORS!

2:30 pm: Pershing Rifles shoot-off,
302 Harris Hall
3:00 ' pm: Trap & Skeet Club, 107
Beuhler

8:00 pm: Kansas City Symphony,
Leach Theatre Castleman Hafl

Must have completed your sophomore year of college.
Some experience working with young people desired.
ALL MAJORS WILL BE CONSIDERED.
Free

housing, meals and uniforms are provided. Positions also
include hourly wage and paid' training. Choose from a
January or February 1998 Training date.
For more infonnation contact University of Missouri - Rolla
Career Opportunities Center or:

u.s. SPACE & ROCKET CENTER
205-721-7191 or
E-mail: In@spacecmp_com

EOE
1:30 pm: UMR Miner football vs.
Missouri Western State College,
Jackling Field
2:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery UCE

- - _._ .- ._---_._._ - - - Chr:~:;ur. Campas

5:00 pm: UMR Lady Miner soccer

==---~--~-------------

Campus

4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
fields

6:00 pm: Chess club, Cafeteria UCE

~her.

ein
IOffice,

7:00 & 9:00 pm: SUB Fall Film
Unforgiven , 104 ME

7:00 pm: Men's and women's
volleyball club practice, Multi-purpose
Bldg
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4:30 pm: Student Missori State
Teachers Assn., G-8 H-SS

9:00pm: Delta Omicron Lambda, 126
Schrenk Hall

6:20 pm:
Ass·ociated General
Contractors, 217 CE

9:00 pm: Arnold Air Society, 208
Harris Hall

6:20 pm: American Concrete Institute,
118CE

5:00 pm: IFC, 216 McNutt
6:30 pm: Student Council, 204 McNutt
7:00 pm: Alpha Phi Omega, 114 CE
7:00 pm: Tau Beta Pi, G-3 ChE
7:00 pm: AIAA, 214 ME Annex
7:00 pm: Film Festival Black Robe,
"Black Robe", Miles Auditorium ME
7:00 pm: Bridge club, Miner Lounge
UCE
8:00 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma, 125 ChE
8:00 pm: Amateur Radio Club, 110
Buehler Bldg.

4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
fields
5:00 pm: UMR Lady Miner soccer vs.
Truman State University, UMR Soccer
Complex

5:45 pm: Christian Science Org.,
Sunrise Rm UCW
6:00 pm: Triangle Fraternity Haunted
House, Triangle Fratemity

7:00 pm: UMR Miner soccer vs.
Truman State University, UMR Soccer
Complex
7:00 pm: American Society of civil
Engineers, 117 CE
7:00 pm: Sigma Pi Outhouse Buming,
Bonfire Pit
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
212 McNutt
8:00 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma, G-3
Schrenk

6:00 pm: Chess club, Gallery UCE
6:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers Club, 204
McNutt

9:00 pm: Women's volleyball club
practice, MUlti-purpose Bldg

- - - - Classifieds - - - Car Stereo Installation. Rates
starting at $2? "I- parts. Please call
368-3530 or e-mail jls@umr.edu.
MECP
CERTIFIED. 5 years
experience.

Off-Campus Student Housing - The
Brechrnacher House - Christian female
house, utilities paid, calile TV, up to
seven residents. 609 W. 9 SI. Less
than dorm. 3~31 for information.

Spring Break '98
Free food anc! drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida from
$399. Organize a small group and
travel FREE! Highest commissions
and lowest prices! Call Surf & Sun
Tours to become a ·c ampus
representative (800)574-7577

Cat For Sale: Charming, gentle
female: Pretty calico and. white colour.
Costs: Half the price of shots and
neutering. Call 364-7051.

Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS!!
INDIVIDUALS and GROUPS
wanted ·to promote SPRING
BREAK!!. Call INTER~CAMPUS
·PROGRAMS at 1-800-327-6013 or
http://www.icpt.com . .

HEY!!! I'm looking for people who
want: Flexible Hours, Above average
wages, like helping others. ·Serious
inquiries only. 573-368-3752.

College Tours Spring Break '98
$$ Book Mazatlan Now and Save $$
from $3S? (Sl Louis Depart.)
Air, Hotel, Transfers. Partics

1-800-395-4896

Christian guitarist/singer/songwdter
looking for like musicians to start '
Christian rock band. Inquiries to
j hamer@Umr . edu or call 9724.

Classified Ads are free for students
and may be submitted to the Miner
at 103B NorwoodHall, or via e-mail
at miner@umr . edu.

SCIENCE FICTION • FANTASY. COMICS. GAMES
EARN
S750-S1500IWEEK

ROAD

CLoseD

Raise an 1he money )'lU groop
needs by spcmaing a VISA
. Fundrai!ier on your campIS.
No investment &. vt'1)' little time
needed ' There's no obIigatioo, so
why not caD for informaliori today.
can 1-800-323-8454 x 95.

Not to us!
We're going straight ahead
for treatments and cures
for 40 neuromuscular diseases.

MaR"
Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717
People help MDA. .. because MDA helps people.

discove
located on
id ofroilat 14lhSl

IT'S THE

IOO~ the Departmen
~elstandards.·

GIFT
OFA

Upon completiOi
I![IOIt lotheDepartn:
l1canup Program to
~ ~nceded.

\_______~ ETIME.·
Making a bequest to the
American Heart Association
says some.thing special about
you. It's a gift of health for
future generations - an
unselfish act of caring.
Your gift will fund research
and educatiopal programs to
. fight heart attack, stroke,
high blood pressure and other
cardiovascular piseases. And

bring others the joy and
freedom of goqd health.
To learn more about how
you can leave a legacy for the
future, call J-800-AHA-USAI.
Do it today.

American Heart

~

Association",V'

FIghting Heart DIsease
and Stroke

.Burn Debris Disaster Free

